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Some people, life is good. It takes 60 points to pass the exam. He just has 60 points. When others stay 

up late to fight, he also stays up late to play games and try to get a girl. 

 

But such people can always follow the big army. 

 

Some people are born with a bumpier road than others. Always work hard, always strive, and strive to 

impact the highest level. 

 

However, every time, it was either a miss or the interference of various external factors, which made his 

road particularly difficult. 

 

Guo Ziyuan was the latter. When he was admitted to university, because of a high fever, he could have 

been admitted to a famous school. In order not to increase the burden on his family, he entered the 

Department of anesthesiology in a general medical college. 

 

 

After taking the postgraduate entrance examination, the result was put under the hand of a boss who 

loved private work. He worked in the laboratory for three years, taking hundreds of yuan of luck and 

hardship every month and doing millions of experiments. 

 

 

After graduation, I met with the expansion of graduate enrollment in China. If I don't get a doctor, I 

don't want to enter the provincial capital. Looking at my growing age and my parents' white hair, Guo 

Ziyuan gritted his teeth, dumped his hard work and asked his boss to come to tea. 

 

 

After three years of master's degree, he did all the high-end atmospheric experiments, but in clinic, Xiao 

Guo didn't have much contact. When he first came, he couldn't even beat the anesthesia bag. 

 

However, Guo Ziyuan suffered a lot. He studied from the beginning and lived in the operating room. He 

didn't come out directly. He didn't think he was a master and worked very hard. 

 

 

In three months, Guo Ziyuan's practical operation has begun to emerge in the anesthesiology 

department. 

 

Sometimes it may be true that hard-working people and heaven live up to them. This time, Guo Ziyuan 

entered Zhang Fan's vision with his own efforts. 

 

 



The three elements of operation are anesthesia, sterility and hemostasis. Aseptic, the hospital has done 

it. Hemostasis depends on Zhang Fan and their surgeons. 

 

For anesthesia, Zhang Fan doesn't want an elderly doctor. The most important thing is that the elderly 

doctor can't keep up with his energy. 

 

 

The team he wants is the kind of single dog with surging energy and never slack off. Of course, this never 

slack off doesn't mean licking girls. 

 

"Dr. Guo, busy!" After finishing the operation arrangement in the morning, Zhang Fan came to the 

operating room, the rest room of the anesthesiologist. 

 

 

"Zhang Yuan! Sit down quickly. You're not busy. There are several surgical records to be completed. " 

Guo Ziyuan stood up with a smile and greeted Zhang Fan. 

 

Guo Ziyuan really envies Zhang Fan. He entered the hospital a little later than Zhang Fan. He didn't see 

how Zhang Fan flattered the nurses and anesthesiologists of the operation at the beginning, but he saw 

how brilliant Zhang Fan was. 

 

At the same age, his achievements have long been in the forefront of others. Guo Ziyuan admires and 

envies Zhang Fan. 

 

"Hehe, it's all right. Sit down and let's talk." Other people in the anesthesiology department saw that 

Zhang Fan wanted to talk to Xiao Guo! 

 

So, one by two, they slowly find this excuse to leave. 

 

In the unit, if you don't play lazy or stupid, you will play blind. Therefore, in the adult society, sometimes 

EQ is really more important than IQ. 

 

After Guo Ziyuan waited for Zhang Fan to take his seat, he sat down. Everyone in the operating room is a 

partner. You can joke, but in reality, Guo Ziyuan can distinguish between a superior and a subordinate. 

 

After Guo Ziyuan sat down, his mind turned around quickly. He recalled his words and deeds since he 

went to work. There was no special discomfort, so he looked at Zhang Fan at ease. 

 

As for whether to promote him, Xiao Guo didn't even think about it! 

 

"How hard is the work?" Zhang Fan smiled at Guo Ziyuan and began to chat. 

 

"Not big. Compared with surgeons, the workload of our anesthesiologists is still not large." 



 

"Yes!" Zhang Fan nodded gently. He knew this, and he saw Guo Ziyuan's working attitude, otherwise he 

wouldn't find Guo Ziyuan. 

 

"Do you have an object?" Zhang Fan turned and directly asked about Guo Ziyuan's private affairs. 

 

"Well!" Guo Ziyuan's first reaction was that his parents urged the leaders to get married? Impossible! 

 

Although he was surprised, Xiao Guo said to Zhang Fan very seriously: "Zhang Yuan, I have no object yet! 

Is it... " 

 

"No! No! I don't mean anything else! " Zhang Fan smiled and a single dog. 

 

Then, Zhang Fan said, "have you ever wanted to live a different life and work. For example, more 

exciting or more challenging. " 

 

Looking at Zhang Fan as a vendor selling so and so treasure books, Xiao Guo shivered. He remembered 

his master's boss, who was so kind. In the end, he was so poor that he didn't even have a sister. 

 

"Well! Well, now life is very good! " Guo Ziyuan finished a sentence intermittently and stuttered slightly. 

 

He didn't want to provoke Zhang Fan, nor did he want to be dragged into the water by Zhang Fan 

without a head, so the answer was very difficult. 

 

After years of ups and downs, Guo Ziyuan has long lost his passion. 

 

Like most medical workers, he just wanted to do his job and live his life. He chose the day of the medical 

industry and gave up the so-called promotion and wealth early. 

 

Working hard in the unit is just to be worthy of the salary in hand. For others, there has been no illusion 

for a long time. 

 

"Hehe, I'm going to set up a special surgery team. It will be very tired and take up a lot of your time, but 

it will make you have a wonderful life in the future. It won't be the same as now. You can see what it will 

look like 30 years later. Think about it and tell me if you like. Don't worry, it's not forced. " 

 

Zhang Fan is really worried that the other party will accept it at once. He doesn't want fleas coming and 

going. What he needs is a psychologically mature and tolerant professional doctor. 

 

"I, I..." Guo Ziyuan's mind was down. He was really worried about jumping into the same pit as in those 

years. 

 

"Don't worry, think slowly and think clearly. You're busy. I'll go first." 

 



When the tiger's body is shocked, the heroes from all over the world come and go. It's all deceptive. 

Even if you pull a bunch of kindergarten dolls, you should buy lollipops in advance, and Zhang Fan just 

wants some people who are a little pure and can make pure more than sugar. 

 

He doesn't want to rely on sugar to seduce! 

 

The operation on the girl with rosacea has begun. Xue Xiaoqiao is the first assistant, and the director 

outside the brain is the second assistant. 

 

To tell you the truth, Lao Li is really a good director. If it were not for his brain, it would be too difficult. 

It is estimated that he would have developed the department long ago. 

 

Since he found that Zhang Fan's level of extracerebral surgery was no worse than him, he fully 

supported Zhang Fan. 

 

Zhang Fan appreciates Xue Xiaoqiao, so he asks Xue Xiaoqiao to have as many operations as possible. He 

specially goes to the clinic to receive patients. 

 

At the beginning of the operation, outside the operating room, rosacea and his wife revolved around the 

door of the operating room like ants before the rain. 
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If the orthopaedic surgery is compared to the sound of gongs and drums, the surgery of general surgery 

is a big bang. 

 

In short, these operations require more personnel to participate in and more surgical items to be 

prepared. 

 

If you encounter a difficult operation with higher technical requirements, in regional hospitals, the 

whole hospital is directly cooperating. 

 

Therefore, the presidents of hospitals, especially those at the level of grade III and grade A, often come 

from these two departments. 

 

Because the concept they left to patients or leaders is that Dr. XX is doing surgery! And it's a major 

operation. The blood transfusion lost several kilograms! 

 

 

People always think that this is the operation, and the doctor who does this operation is the expert. 



 

 

Outside the brain is different. I dare not publicize before operation, just like a mouse marrying a woman, 

quietly. 

 

 

There are too many surgical accidents outside the brain, just like a fisherman fishing. He would rather 

make you a pig before going to sea than a fish, because there are too many uncertain factors. 

 

 

I dare not publicize before operation and even more after operation. There will be some sequelae after 

surgery outside the brain. 

 

 

According to ordinary people's understanding, shouldn't surgery completely cure the disease? As a 

result, after the operation, people's mouth was crooked and their walking was lame. Do you still have 

the face to publicize? 

 

Therefore, surgery outside the brain has no immediate effect like orthopedics or general surgery, so it is 

not well understood by ordinary people. 

 

 

Of course, compared with black technology, head changing is noisy. No matter what the postoperative 

effect is, an ethics can't cross it. If this operation is really allowed to enter the clinic in the future, it is 

hard to say whether it will bring certain social risks. A lesson from the past is an organ transplantation 

 

 

Zhang Fan and Xue Xiaoqiao enter the operating room, and the girl with rosacea has been sent to the 

operating room. 

 

The girl was not a few years younger than Zhang Fan. When she was sent to the operating room, she 

saw the doctors and nurses around, fully armed and indifferent, busy with their own affairs. 

 

The girl was involuntarily afraid. Although not trembling, but the heart is hanging. 

 

How is this a state? It's very simple. For example, you hit a bump when you were flying for the first time. 

 

Most people must be nervous. Their hearts are raised in their throat, which is the feeling that life can't 

be controlled by themselves. 

 

When lying on the operating table, in fact, this feeling that life can not be controlled by yourself is very 

clear, which really makes people panic to death. 



 

When you meet the busy and indifferent doctors and nurses in the operating room, this uneasy feeling 

will be stronger. 

 

This is why in recent years, we have vigorously advocated preoperative care for patients. In fact, these 

are castles in the air. Dozens of operations a day are not acquaintances. Who has the time to say a few 

warm words with patients? 

 

When the girl saw Zhang Fan enter the operating room, she immediately looked at Zhang Fan with the 

same feeling that a lost child suddenly saw the neighbor's uncle, and immediately looked at Zhang Fan 

with praying eyes. 

 

"It's all right. The operation will be quick. You'll be fine after you sleep." Zhang fan can't bear to look at 

each other's uneasy appearance. 

 

The girl's uneasy appearance is too uncomfortable. The normal side of the face has an inexplicable 

flattery and forced smile, while the other half of the face is like dead wood. Under the shadowless lamp 

of the operation, the white debris on the face is particularly clear. Like a molting snake. 

 

"Doctor Zhang, please!" The girl finally said a word when she was lying before the operation. 

 

"Well! Rest assured. " Zhang Fan nodded. 

 

Anesthesia, although general anesthesia is more dangerous, to be honest, for patients, this anesthesia is 

the most humane way of anesthesia. 

 

For example, spinal anesthesia and other non general anesthesia operations are very terrible. 

 

Because the spinal cord needs to be anesthetized through the waist, the patient needs to do some 

postures before anesthesia. 

 

The simplest is to hold the knee flexion, circle it together like a big shrimp, and expose the waist bulge to 

the doctor. Then, listen to the anesthesiologist shout loudly: numb? Say! Is it numb here! Hot or not! 

 

Really, sometimes, when lying on the operating table, the patient feels like a pig and sheep to be 

slaughtered. 

 

Sometimes, the tone, the real tone, please be a little gentle. Really, no matter how tired you are or how 

numb you are, they are the same kind after all! 

 

General anesthesia is very simple. At the beginning, there is no need for intravenous injection. It is not 

painful at all. 

 

The anesthesiologist is Xiao Guo. After all, Zhang Fan is the leader of the hospital. As long as Zhang Fan 



wants to have an operation, either the anesthesiologist of the anesthesiology department comes or the 

best anesthesiologist of the anesthesiology department is sent to assist. This is an unwritten rule. 

 

"Come on, take a breath of oxygen!" Xiao Guo's tone is gentle. 

 

Sometimes, no matter men or women, it's strange that most male doctors are more polite when they 

meet the opposite sex, while most female doctors are more polite when they meet the same sex. 

 

If the male doctor is a barking, then perhaps his tone is more polite. 

 

This is Freud's subconscious, this guy. To tell you the truth, many theories are mysterious and 

mysterious, as if they were nonsense. 

 

However, his definition of sex and desire is really very classic. 

 

The atomization of anesthetic drugs is just like the breathing mask we see on weekdays. When it is 

placed on the girl's face, the girl sleeps in an instant. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, anesthesia is ready!" Xiao Guo didn't dare to see Zhang Fan. He was still hesitating, so he 

was a little embarrassed to face Zhang Fan. 

 

At the beginning of the operation, disinfect and bring equipment. The director outside the brain is now 

completely willing to do chores. After all, what outside the brain is the stability and proficiency of a 

hand. 

 

He also knows that if he wants to improve the ceiling of his surgical skills, he may have little hope. Time 

will not deceive people, so he also wants to see where Xue Xiaoqiao and Zhang Yuan can go. 

 

When cutting, the sharp blade cuts through the stiff skin, just like grass cutting paper. There is no sense 

of hierarchy at all. 

 

When cutting normal skin with a knife, experienced doctors feel it under their hands. 

 

For the first time, the dermis was like a slightly chewy pig head meat cut and stewed, with a little 

resistance and a sense of tearing in elastic involvement. 

 

When the second layer enters the muscle, it is like cutting skin jelly, with a trace of toughness in the soft. 

 

The girl's face, with a knife, is like inserting the soles of temperate people's shoes. It has resistance, but 

there is no sense of hierarchy. The whole layer feels the same papyrus, without a sense of lubrication. 

 

"Very dry!" Zhang Fan said without a head. 

 

However, both Xue Xiaoqiao and Lao Li outside his mind understand Zhang Fan's meaning. Of course, 



some Wangwang are expected to have brain tonic again. 

 

"There's something wrong with the nerves, and there's something wrong with the blood supply to the 

face." Lao Li touched the spilled blood drops with gauze and said a word with Zhang Fan's words. 

 

Almost all human nerves take shape with blood supply. The two seem to have nothing to do with each 

other. You go your way and I go my bridge. 

 

In fact, the nerve is nourished by the liquid exuded from the blood vessels, and the nerve also secretes 

substances to affect the blood vessels. 

 

If there is something wrong with the accompanying nerve, the blood vessels holding hands with it will 

definitely have various problems slowly for a long time, and vice versa. 

 

So, when Zhang Fan cut into the girl's face, he felt very bad. 

 

Facial surgery is very particular about face. The most direct thing is that first of all, the doctor of facial 

surgery will avoid leaving scars as much as possible. Even if he wants to leave scars, he will choose a 

hidden place. 

 

For example, behind the ears and chin grooves. 

 

Zhang Fan's knife, a little separation, stiff skin and muscles, separation is quite troublesome. 

 

For example, if a person wears clothes normally, no matter how thick she or he wears, whether he is 

wearing several thick down coats or a large Pullover Sweater, he can solve it with one hand without 

wrinkles. 

 

This rigid organization is like a heavy rain soaking up and down the whole body, and then clothes are 

stacked layer by layer. It's difficult to take it off in a clear hierarchy. 

 

Zhang Fan dissected it bit by bit. After the rigid tissue opened the skin, the color inside was not as 

beautiful as normal tissue. 

 

Normal organization, as long as it is opened according to the level, layer by layer, layer by layer, layer by 

layer and layer by layer in different colors. 

 

White fascia. Pink and slightly trembling muscles, like 

 

After Zhang Fan opened the patient's face, he felt like an old pimp. 

 

Just like suddenly opening the fitting room and seeing an aunt with dark red lipstick, heavy makeup and 

smoking changing clothes, she is not nervous at all, or she will ask curiously, change together? 

 



This is the feeling of the patient's facial muscles. Zhang Fan's surgical forceps have lost the sense of 

freedom and smoothness in the past, which is very uncomfortable. 

 

Zhang Fan feels awkward, but Xue Xiaoqiao and Lao Li feel different. 

 

"Master, really a master!" Xue Xiaoqiao looked at Zhang Fan's operation, and his saliva was about to 

come out. 

 

I saw Zhang Fan's knife, in the original rigid organization, like Zhao Zilong, killing in and out without a 

trace of mud and water. A piece of knife light passed, and the originally adhered organization was slowly 

scalded with boiling water like thousand pages of tofu. 

 

Lao Li looked at Zhang Fan's operation and sighed, "progress is too fast. Maybe this is talent!" Last year, 

when Zhang Fan had surgery, he didn't feel like this. Now, just like a master, he has no moves in his 

heart and has no sense of restraint! 

 

Untie, like the clothes on her face. Although it was difficult, Zhang Fan untied the girl's face clothes very 

seriously and carefully. 

 

Surgery, especially this kind of surgery related to appearance, in the early stage, patients may not care 

much about the facial scar, but when the disease recovers slowly, the scar will become a permanent 

pain in the patient's heart. 

 

Therefore, when the blade is inserted into the skin, the doctor has no way back. Even the gods can't 

make the open skin return to the original. Therefore, when customizing the operation plan, we should 

consider various reasons. Even if it is more complicated, it's nothing compared with the patient's 

generation. 

 

Open the stiff skin and finally see the nerves. Nerve, after microscopic amplification, is like segmental, 

but it is still not intuitive. It is difficult for laymen to understand through text description. 

 

In fact, more simply, when we were children, especially when we grew up in rural areas, we probably 

had a beautiful summer. 

 

In the summer evening, especially in the midsummer evening, frogs and toads mate and lay eggs in the 

sound of hissing. 

 

Then, the female frog lays eggs around with the male frog on her back. And this egg is actually very 

similar to human nerves. 

 

When nerves come out of the brain or spinal cord, they are really like these frog eggs. 

 

The naughty boy may have seen it carefully when he picked it up with a stick. 

 



Frog eggs are sticky, like long transparent vermicelli stained with drunk saliva. These transparent 

vermicelli also have regular black spots, one at a time. 

 

If you turn the black spot into white, or a little beige, then this thing is really no different from the 

enlarged nerve. 

 

The purpose of Zhang Fan's current operation is to remove the phased black matter of the lesion from 

the long transparent powder, and can not destroy the powder as a whole. 

 

If this vermicelli is placed on the panel, maybe some housewives with slightly better knife workers can 

do it for you. 

 

However, if you reduce this vermicelli dozens of times, then bury it in the uncooked and complete pig 

head, and let her do it without damaging the pig head, it is estimated that she can break your face. 

 

This is the difficulty of Zhang Fan. First, the skin incision should be as small as possible, and it is a long-

distance operation. 

 

For example, after opening the incision behind and below the ear, first use the surgical forceps to slowly 

hit a channel separated between the skin and muscles, then stretch in, and then stretch in. 

 

The long forceps are like being directly inserted into the body, drilling into the affected area, and then 

turning into the muscle layer. Therefore, this operation is difficult and awkward. 

 

To tell the truth, among all the operations, the most comfortable operation is nothing more than 

orthopedics and dentistry for doctors. 

 

Especially in orthopedics, it's no exaggeration to put on an electric drill and a hammer if you can't, and 

sometimes orthopedic doctors can operate in high chairs like in a cafe, that is, they don't have a cup of 

coffee. 

 

The surgery outside God is different. Many positions, patients can't cooperate. 

 

Especially for patients under general anesthesia, if they put in some special positions and the operation 

has not been completed, the patient hangs up. What's the situation? Suffocation! 

 

Especially the fairy water that has been passed in from abroad in recent years. When a girl drinks it, she 

snores and falls asleep, because this thing is actually narcotic drugs. 

 

Don't talk about other things. If a person is careless and is thrown by the other party's music, it's not 

important to lose his mobile phone. What's important may lose his life, so be careful with strangers' 

drinks. No one will laugh at you if you don't drink that one! 

 

There is no way to manipulate the patient's position, so only the doctor can cooperate. 



 

Zhang Fan and Xue Xiaoqiao both bow slightly. They both carry microscopes. If they change places, they 

are really like two obscene men peeping at the door. 

 

It's funny. In fact, it's sour. Really, who knows. 

 

Xiao Xue finally won his girlfriend with a toothpick, so he is a little young and doesn't know the taste. 

Recently, he has a little trouble. 

 

Ten minutes, half an hour, Xiao Xue's waist was a little bit unbearable. In a permanent position, his waist 

muscles began to protest, "fool! I'm sour, change it! " 

 

I really can't hold on. When I want to secretly adjust and change my position slightly, Zhang Fan is 

unhappy. 

 

"Don't move! That's it. It's about to enter! " 

 

Xue Xiaoqiao bit his teeth and tears were coming down. 
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In fact, the relationship between colleagues is very simple, from mutual understanding to mutual 

understanding. If two male colleagues find that they have the same hobbies, that is, the so-called similar 

smell, the relationship will develop very rapidly. 

 

For example, if you give me a g, I will also give you a hard disk, and then we are happy to exchange the 

language of marubenia faster and faster. 

 

The so-called interpersonal relationship, in fact, the interpersonal relationship of ordinary people is just 

some colleagues around them at ordinary times. 

 

Xue Xiaoqiao bit his teeth and looked at Zhang Fan as motionless as a bent iron pillar. His heart had 

already scolded, "single dog! No one loves! My waist! " 

 

 

For Xue Xiaoqiao's mental activities, Zhang Fan has no time to scruple and can't scruple. If he does this 

business, he will bear the hardships of this business. 

 

 

Look at the patient's face at this time. Because it's a long-distance operation. 



 

 

The patient's left face has been pulled into a very strange state by Zhang Fan. 

 

You can play the channel slowly from the side, but you can't deal with the nerve after entering the 

muscle layer. 

 

 

Therefore, after the tunnel was opened, Zhang Fan directly opened the patient's skin with a retractor. 

 

What kind of state is this? 

 

Single dog, woof woof, it can be imagined that when I was a child, I didn't write my homework, asked 

the teacher to invite the parents, and then I went home and was pulled to my ears by my mother with 

my mouth open. 

 

Married men can also imagine that they steal flower wine and are pulled to the hairline by their wife, 

and then the ear hole becomes a big hole. 

 

 

The patient's current surgical incision was torn open by Zhang Fan. To tell you the truth, many 

operations are operated like this. 

 

For example, in the early years, there was no abdominal mirror for appendix surgery. 

 

 

Many doctors' incisions are so small that they can't insert a finger. 

 

You can think about it. This incision is estimated to be smaller than your own navel. 

 

 

So how to operate such a small navel? I can't put my fingers in. Of course, some people's navel is extra 

large, which doesn't count. 

 

In fact, the small incision is to reduce the skin scar, and the real operation is to use the retractor, two or 

even three retractors to forcibly hang on the edge of the incision with the muscle layer. 

 

Then, pull hard. The incision is smaller than the navel. It is suddenly stretched several times. Then, there 

is no problem putting a fist in. 

 

That's why, after the operation, when the doctor rounds the room, he asks the patient: How's it going? 

Do you feel uncomfortable there? 



 

The patient may be very confused and say: "the original pain in the stomach is no longer painful, but it 

feels uncomfortable that the wound is burning here, as if it wants to burst." 

 

The doctor will definitely say, "it's all right, it's all right. Later, I'll ask the nurse to bring you a sandbag 

and press it on it!" 

 

He will never tell you why. Human skin is really a very good organ. 

 

It can not only produce a pleasant wheat color like Zhang Fan, but also has strong toughness. 

 

What cowhide, lamb skin, even the so-called temperate Australian lamb skin, or yellow sheep skin that 

can drill through a ring, in front of human skin, to tell the truth, none can beat. 

 

It is not only breathable, but also very elastic, and most importantly, it also has a strong contractile 

force. 

 

Some people don't like to eat vegetables and crude fiber vegetables, so they stare at high-fat and high 

protein foods and eat them with beautiful mouth. 

 

When eating, it's cool to death. As a result, when defecating at night, it's also cool to death. 

 

Son's arm thick stool, his face rises like Guan Gong. Sometimes even one such stool can block the toilet. 

 

The size of the anus is just like the navel. The anus forcibly opens the defecation by relying on the 

orbicularis muscle and skin, and then after defecation, the skin returns to its original size by relying on 

its strong recovery ability. 

 

Without this recovery ability, it is estimated that people who do not like crude fiber and some special 

hobbies have to wear diapers. 

 

With strong recovery ability, the patients on the operating table are in a strange state. The woman's 

very beautiful ears are almost pulled down near her nose by Zhang Fan with a retractor. 

 

Then below the back of the ear, there was a big hole, bloody and dripping with blood, with white cut 

fascia inside, just like the big mouth of a man eating monster, with white big teeth exposed, opening to 

eat people. 

 

Then cooperate with the patient's Yin and Yang face. Really, the monsters in the film are not so terrible. 

 

After more than half an hour, Xue Xiaoqiao was finally able to straighten his waist, because Zhang Fan 

had built up the surgical field of vision and operation space at this time. 

 

When Xue Xiaoqiao straightened his waist, it was estimated that he could hear the sour sound from his 



waist muscles, just like the old door in disrepair for a long time. The squeaking sound made people lose 

their teeth. 

 

Therefore, our doctor Xue Xiaoqiao decided to change more postures in the future and never covet or 

stare at one posture. 

 

Surgery, what is surgery? Many doctors with excellent surgery ask him to talk about what is surgery. It is 

estimated that he may be tongue tied when he asks. Or a lot of technical terms that you don't 

understand come. 

 

After two years of systematic liver surgery, Zhang Fan summarized a little experience. In other words, 

surgery is actually rebuilding or creating a new environment around the focus. 

 

Like the simplest appendix. Because this thing is a part of the intestine, and its blood vessels, nerves and 

lymphatic vessels are connected with other intestines, and it itself is a part of the intestine. 

 

Appendiceal surgery is to re create a circulation and circulation environment around this appendix. 

 

Therefore, the operation is difficult, not the moment of appendectomy, but the construction in the early 

stage. 

 

Therefore, what is really difficult is the so-called battle preparation in the early stage. Just like the 

packing siege, the difficult thing is not to fight, but how to create a siege. 

 

Therefore, Zhang Fan's master, martial uncle and even Shizu all appreciated that in the operation, slow 

is fast. It took Zhang Fan a long time to really understand this sentence. 

 

It seems very mysterious and illusory. In fact, it is really so mysterious and illusory. A doctor who enters 

the hospital in the same year can make a difference in five years. Ten years is a grade. Twenty years, one 

may look up at the foot of the mountain. 

 

This is the special point in medicine. We should have a liver, a healthy body like steel, and a brain that 

can understand the mystery like an old monk. 

 

Tear open the muscles and skin. White nerves like rice pork worms are displayed in front of Zhang Fan 

and Xue Xiaoqiao. 

 

Of course, this is the perception of the naked eye without a microscope. 

 

Under the naked eye, the nerve is really lying in the body like a white thin insect, gently touched with 

surgical tweezers, and this thing can twitch. 

 

Just like a proud crayon Xiaoxin, "don't touch others!" Then twist his little 

 



Zhang Fan and Xue Xiaoqiao are uncomfortable. In fact, Zhang Fan is also uncomfortable. To tell the 

truth, this long bending down has little to do with Shan Bu Shan and Wang Bu Wang. 

 

Just as Zhang Fan and others were about to enter and start stripping the diseased nerves, the head 

nurse in the operating room came in. 

 

After the head nurse and Zhang Fan went to a free clinic in the countryside, their relationship became 

more and more familiar. Therefore, the head nurse no longer had to mention the bag of Zhang Fan's 

surgical clothes or gently paste it to please Zhang Fan. 

 

Logistics Lao Chen specially contacted the head nurse in the operating room and asked the head nurse 

to take time to have a look. 

 

Although they also know that if you let the head nurse have a look, you can only have a look, but for the 

couple with rosacea, it's very grateful to have a look. 

 

Zhang Fan didn't have to look back to know that the head nurse was coming. Because the wind is 

coming, nurses in operation room only have the right to use some perfume. 

 

Therefore, when Zhang Fan heard the so-called No. 5, he knew that the head nurse was coming. 

 

"Zhang Yuan, how do you eat at noon? Do you eat in the canteen? It's time to order! Today is braised 

meat again. " 

 

The head nurse gently stood behind Zhang Fan, looked at the operation process with a slight probe, and 

asked Zhang Fan before they reached the key operation. 

 

Although the head nurse can't do the operation, she has a clear mind about the process of the 

operation. At a glance, she doesn't have to look more. She can estimate when the operation will end. 

 

"Why is it braised meat again! Alas, the chefs in the canteen have killed my habit of eating big meat. " 

 

Xue Xiaoqiao was carrying an evil fire. Originally, his waist was sour. As soon as he heard that it was 

braised meat, an unknown fire came out directly. 

 

This can't blame Xiao Xue. The canteen of the hospital. Really, braised meat can directly persuade many 

people to retreat. 

 

The cooking is not delicious, so everyone will bear it, but you can at least clean it up. As a result, it is 

estimated that the chef is lazy and doesn't lose his hair directly. 

 

Xue Xiaoqiao liked to eat braised pork. Once, a mouthful of skinned fat and thin meat was not chewed 

very carefully. He was eager to swallow it. As a result, the pork was hairy, and the hair was stuck 

between his teeth. 



 

My God, the meat goes down the esophagus and the pig hair is still hanging between the teeth. Not up 

and not down, really not up and not down, swallow, swallow, spit, spit out, Xiao Xue was almost 

suffocated with tears. 

 

People who don't know think that the baby is so excited to eat meat. The people in the capital are too 

poor. 

 

"Forget it, I don't want to eat in the canteen. Let little Sichuan deliver the meal." Zhang Fan also doesn't 

like the canteen. He used to be greedy for cheap. With the improvement of his living conditions, Zhang 

fan can't eat anymore. 

 

"Well, OK, I'll order." When the head nurse was leaving, she deliberately wiped Zhang Fan's forehead 

without sweating. 

 

"The operation is estimated to be over in another hour. It's going well now. Don't worry. Zhang Yuan has 

no problem." When the head nurse came out of the operating room, her face changed. 

 

A smell of goddess. The couple with rosacea can't be grateful to the head nurse. In this sentence, to tell 

the truth, there is no acquaintance 

 

"Thank you, thank you." Logistics Director Chen also said politely to the head nurse with a smile that he 

has too much face. Really, Lao Chen really feels that he has too much face. The Secretary didn't have 

face with him. 

 

"After the operation, the head nurse will give us a light. Let's invite Zhang Yuan and them to have dinner 

together." Lao Chen said again. 

 

"There's no time. After the operation, Zhang hospital still has an operation to do. It's estimated that I 

can't get out of the operating room today. I'm still busy ordering meals for them. 

 

Zhang Yuan is also. He doesn't like the meals ordered by others, so he likes the ones I ordered. Tell me... 

" 

 

The head nurse said very ostentatious things in a non ostentatious tone. 

 

"Ouch, head nurse, you're really hard. Look, what do you like to eat? Tell me. I'll directly ask the driver 

to buy it." Rosacea quickly said it. 

 

…… 

 

In the operating room, Zhang Fan and others also entered the operation enclosure, the focus of support, 

and began to remove the diseased nerves. 

 



In early medical books, there was a saying that after nerve damage, it can not be recovered. 

 

But with the perennial observation of doctors, the nerve can be recovered, but the speed of nerve 

recovery is quite slow. 

 

Although it is slow, there is always hope to recover. Therefore, in the later divine surgery, the nerves 

that can be preserved must be preserved. It can't be cut across the board in order to save trouble. 

 

There are various diseases in the diseased nerves, but the final reflected state is nerve mess. 

 

How did it happen. In fact, the nerve controls the muscle, just like the telegraph, ticking, ticking, very 

rhythmically sending out weak current signals. 

 

In fact, the human body controls muscles by relying on this weak power supply to stimulate muscles. 

 

The muscles also reflect their normal state with this regular rhythm. 

 

The diseased nerves are didi dada, Didi Didi, and the muscles don't understand: what's wrong with this 

thing. 

 

Then, after the messy electrical signals were sent out, although the muscles were not very willing, the 

superiors spoke. Even if they wanted to hang, they had to do it. 

 

Then, the muscles also began to jump, and the facial muscles of the patient would have various 

twitches, just like the original two lovers kissing, which was very warm, felt and intoxicated. 

 

Suddenly, after the random power supply gave out stimulation, the girl's original warm state suddenly 

turned into an eyebrow, an eyebrow, a crooked corner of the mouth, a positive corner of the mouth, 

and a painful face. 

 

It's like being bitten by the other party. Or find out that the other party is a married man. 

 

When the electrical signal is disordered, all kinds of ions in the muscle are shaken out by jumping, and 

then these ions that originally existed in the muscle come out and run to the nerve. 

 

The feedback is that these ions form a charge to stimulate the nerve. 

 

How proud and charming is the nerve? Can it stimulate the electric charge of the muscle? No, then it 

starts sending the feeling of pain to the brain: come on, come on, come on, it spits on me! Hit it for me. 

 

This is the general principle of pain. There are both electrical and liquid reflections. 

 

Zhang Fan, they have now entered and exposed the nerve, but it's not enough. They have to take off the 

coat of the nerve. 



 

The coat of nerve is like an egg. After opening a fresh egg, look carefully. There is a mucous membrane 

between the shell and egg white. The coat of nerve is the same as this. 

 

Under the microscope, the tweezers, like a pair of * * * * hands, are gently lifted without shaking or 

rudeness. 

 

Wang Wang doesn't understand. All good starts start with tenderness. 

 

Wang Wang will treat the other party as a flower who doesn't avoid people when changing clothes. If 

you go up, you will pull it. This kind of thing often results in slapping in the face and spitting on the face, 

tui! 

Chapter 624 

 

 

After more than three hours, the operation finally entered the final stage, and the diseased nerve has 

been removed. 

 

The symptoms were completely relieved, but it would take a long time for the girl's face to return to its 

original normal appearance. 

 

Therefore, the human body is really a very, very particular thing. When you treat it well, you don't see 

any benefits on weekdays. 

 

For example, some people just like to stay up late and sleep. They don't feel uncomfortable. In fact, 

whenever you stay up late once, the wavy line in the corner of your eyes will quietly increase once. 

 

The most important thing is that all organs and functional organs of the body need a very heavy 

mediation. 

 

 

For example, if there are two leaders in your unit, one leader and one deputy, as a result, the two 

leaders keep exchanging administrative roles. Then this unit will definitely have problems, and the body 

is the same. 

 

 

The body that has been treated well all year round can have miraculous effects at critical moments. The 

simplest is a flu. People who treat their body well on weekdays have strong resistance, while people 

who look like cattle and horses on weekdays can't get up because they don't treat their body well on 

weekdays. 



 

 

The girl's early drinking, smoking, staying up late, and even... Eventually led to a cup of bitter wine that 

was difficult to swallow. 

 

…… 

 

At the weekend, Shaohua returned from the farm with his parents and Zhang Fan's parents. 

 

Zhang Fan looked at his parents' energy and spirit. He was very happy. Since the factory went bankrupt 

and their parents worked around, their smiling faces in the past have become few. 

 

 

Even after Zhang Fan supported his family, his parents seemed to be a little submissive, but this time it 

was different. 

 

 

Like the second spring, they talked about the future and the future development of the farm, which may 

be a sense of existence. 

 

Shao Hua's parents were even happier. Not for others, because of their contact with Zhang Fan's parents 

during this period of time, they found that the two old people were very easy to deal with. Therefore, 

they don't have to worry about how their daughter will deal with her father-in-law in the future. 

 

 

"Ouch! It's all dark. What should I do! I'm almost as black as a small stone. " Shaohua looked at himself 

in the mirror and pouted at Zhang Fan. 

 

"Ha ha, it's all right. It's healthier. It's too white. I think it's a morbid state. Now this skin color is the best, 

healthy color." Zhang Fan smiled and comforted. 

 

 

"Well! You don't feel good about my old skin, do you? " Shaohua pinched Zhang Fan's nose, slightly 

raised his head and stared at Zhang Fan carefully. 

 

"Well!" Zhang Fan's tongue is knotted. Sometimes, a woman's brain circuit is very strange, just like the 

tangled wool pulled by a child. 

 

Just when Zhang Fan began to burn his brain, a soft and sweet thing was suddenly stuffed into his 

mouth. 

 

Um! Just as children like to eat lollipops, this taste, really, Zhang Fan's blood had already gone to the 



brain, but he went to the sponge center on the way 

 

The family were busy preparing dinner together. Zhang Fan's father and Shaohua's father talked about 

their hot-blooded youth. 

 

Shaohua's mother and Zhang Fan's mother were cooking in the kitchen, muttering about the small 

clothes of Zhang Fan and Shaohua's children in the future. 

 

Shaohua and Zhang fan are busy packing Zhang Fan's luggage in the study. Zhang Fan is going to 

Qingniao on Monday. 

 

Men and women are very different in love. Men are like water. It's very slow to cool down when they're 

hot, while women are like iron. They're hot and cool quickly. 

 

Zhang Fan is still thinking about the taste of lollipops, while Shaohua has begun to consider the climate 

of green birds. 

 

"Come on, your clothes are wrinkled." Wearing suspender jeans, where is there any wrinkle, 

 

"I looked at the recent climate of Qingniao. It is said that a typhoon is coming. Let me pack you some 

thicker clothes." Shaohua pushed the sticky Zhang Fan and hurriedly dressed. 

 

After a while, a suitcase was filled by Shao Hua with neat clothes. 

 

"It doesn't have to be so much. I'll go for two or three days. I don't have to take it!" Zhang Fan looked at 

such a big box and looked at so many clothes. He was a little scared. Such a big box for you to get on the 

plane! 

 

According to Zhang Fan's idea, in three or four days, just take a small bag and put some casual clothes. 

 

Shao Hua, on the top of the box, put a suit on the formal occasion bed. Since he bought this suit, Zhang 

fan can count the number of times he has worn it with three fingers. 

 

"I'm not afraid of ten thousand, just in case. You're all Zhang Yuan now. If there's a meeting in Qingniao, 

if you wear T-shirts and jeans, others will laugh at you!" Shaohua said something to Zhang Fan with a 

little teasing. 

 

"Hey, hey, let Zhang Yuan kiss!" Like a fat translator, Zhang Fan pinched Shaohua's chin. 

 

"Don't be ridiculous. When you get to Qingniao, ask the hotel waiter to iron it for you. Don't wrinkle it at 

that time." 

 

The second layer is shirts and T-shirts, and the third layer is underwear. Shaohua wanted to put his 

pajamas in, but Zhang Fan refused. At the bottom, Shao Hua wrapped a pair of shoes in a plastic bag. 



 

"Why don't you accompany me to Qingniao!" Zhang Fan is a little reluctant. After work, Zhang Fan wants 

to stay with Shaohua. 

 

"Hum! I am the boss in the future. How can I indulge in the feelings of my little children! " After Shaohua 

finished his work, he emptied his hands and immediately pulled Zhang Fan's face into a big cake. Who 

let Zhang Fan pinch her 

 

The dinner was very rich. Zhang Fan's mother made Zhang Fan's favorite cold noodles. Among all the 

noodles, long noodles are no less important in the north than dumplings. 

 

Dumplings cost meat, while long noodles cost noodles, so it was a good treat to have a meal of long 

noodles and dumplings in the early Chinese New Year. 

 

Long noodles, and noodles are very particular. Warm water and noodles are needed. Put a little green 

salt in the water, and then knead thousands of times, and the protein fibers in the flour are recombined. 

 

The knife cuts the noodles as thin as hair without noodles, which requires a very high level of housewife. 

 

Heat noodles, boiling water, cool off the water, and then tune up the prepared mashed garlic, sesame 

oil, sesame paste, if you can eat chili, then put a little chili oil, and then accompanied by small 

vegetables. 

 

Um! On a hot day, when a mouthful of cold noodles goes down, the smell of wheat is mixed with the 

smell of oil, mixed with the smell of vegetables, and the aftertaste is really endless. 

 

Finally, have a mouthful of thick noodle soup. My God, the fullness of the stomach can't bring 

satisfaction to any restaurant. 

 

After eating the long noodles on the trip, the next day, Shaohua drove Zhang Fan to the airport in her 

big pickup truck. 

 

To tell the truth, Zhang Fan has too many cool Luze in tea. All administrative units, factories and 

enterprises are off-road vehicles such as cool Luze and overbearing. 

 

Shao Hua's big pickup truck is different. It's very rare. In addition, Shao Hua hangs all kinds of gadgets in 

his car, just like a giant beast with a small flower loaded pet dog, which attracts the attention of passers-

by. 

 

"I'm leaving! You work hard at home. Look at the old people. Don't make them too tired. Don't be too 

tired. " 

 

Zhang Fan holds Shaohua and explains. 

 



"Well, you can go at ease. You're not tired. You should be careful when you go out. Don't talk to 

strangers, especially strange young women, otherwise, hum!" 

 

Shaohua said naughtily in order to reduce the sadness of parting. 

 

"Copy that!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"Yes!" 

 

"You eat garlic in the morning!" 

 

…… 

 

China's support for the west is very huge. Qingniao has even established a helping pair with chasu, so 

now chasu also has a large plane through to Qingniao. 

 

Unlike before, a sparrow like small plane with flapping wings can directly exercise people's courage. 

 

After the plane rushed into the sky and flew smoothly, Zhang Fan didn't worry, so he entered the 

system. Like game fans, even if he was in a desperate situation, he had to have a game first. 

 

As soon as Zhang Fan has time, he will review the operation in the system without pulling it, just like the 

emperor turning over the brand. 

 

First do an orthopedic operation to warm your hands, then another general surgery to improve your 

spirit, and finally another surgery outside the brain to stimulate. 

 

When he was tired, Zhang Fan didn't have to brew and went directly to sleep. This pure mental exercise 

takes a lot of energy, and Zhang Fan sleeps very steadfastly. 

 

This makes the bald man manager in the seat next to Zhang Fan envy to death“ It's jealous to be able to 

eat and sleep. " Bald and fat belly manager man looked at Zhang Fan's sweet sleep, and his saliva was 

about to come down. 

 

In the afternoon, at the hottest time, the plane landed smoothly at Qingniao airport. Under the gentle 

urging of the beautiful stewardess, Zhang Fan woke up from his sleep. 

 

Too tired, Zhang Fan, with an apologetic smile, got out of the cabin door. After several hours of air 

conditioning, suddenly out of the cabin door, there was a heat wave on the pavement. 

 

Just like when steaming steamed bread, the lid of the pot is opened fiercely, and the hot air from the 

pavement fills the nose. The formation of water droplets can be felt on the face. 



 

Tea vegetable is also hot in summer, but the heat in the northwest is hot, transparent and dry, just like 

Chaotian pepper, naked and hot. 

 

In summer by the sea, although the temperature may not be as high as tea, the air rich in water is as 

warm and sticky as a layer of rice soup, which makes people want to take off their skin. 

 

Lu Ning came to the airport early to meet his younger martial brother. Lu Lao talks about it every day. Lu 

Ning is a little jealous. The teacher's preference for Zhang Fan is too obvious. After Zhang Fan bought 

the ticket and booked the trip, Lu Lao immediately explained to Lu Ning. 

 

"Ha ha, I'm looking forward to you at last. If you don't come again, it's estimated that the teacher will let 

me go to tea vegetable to catch you back." Lu Ning hugged Zhang Fan. 

 

"Thank you, elder martial brother!" Zhang Fan greeted his elder martial brother with a smile. 

 

"Why are you polite to me? Go back to school first. The teacher is still waiting for you. I didn't eat at 

noon." Lu Ning put Zhang Fan's suitcase into the trunk of the car. 

 

Fortunately, there are many viaducts of Bluebird. Otherwise, vehicles like ants can really stagnate the 

city. 

 

Along the way, Zhang Fan found one thing, that is, there are many public cars in Qingniao city. 

 

Border areas, especially tea, meatball country brand cars, all kinds of cattle head, Nissan, filled the 

streets. 

 

Here, on the green bird's road, there are either three V's or four circles. It's rare to see meatball cars 

such as ox head. 

 

Even elder martial brother's car is a CC of Volkswagen. To be honest, Zhang Fan, who is used to kuluze, is 

a little uncomfortable. 

 

The Qingniao Affiliated Hospital appeared in front of Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan looked at the hospital and 

was filled with emotion. In two years, it was like Bai Ji had crossed the gap, but it disappeared in the 

twinkling of an eye. He came here again, as if it had been decades. 

 

Old Lu was in the office, quietly looking at the documents in front of him. With the increase of age, the 

old man felt more and more depressed. 

 

Therefore, in front of the manuscript, this is the old man's report to the central government and put 

forward a report divorced from clinical practice. 

 

Compared with weapons, doctors at their level are as important as nuclear weapons. 



 

"Old, write something and start to feel dizzy!" The old man said to himself. 

Chapter 625 

 

 

Walking on the tea vegetable street, Zhang Fan is often looked at because his wheat skin is too 

alternative. 

 

There are not too many white boys and big girls in the streets of the frontier. Sometimes, it's no 

exaggeration to casually pull out a girl shopping and maybe be able to do skin beauty advertising. 

 

It's easy to find white ones, but not many black ones. When it comes to Qingniao, Zhang Fan has too 

many people of this color. A fisherman who speaks Qilu Mandarin and a sister who likes swimming. To 

tell the truth, Zhang fan can be regarded as white here. 

 

In the hottest summer, Bluebird's hospital is still overcrowded. In Dongshan, I feel this way. The capital 

seems to be my brother, while the bluebird is my brother. 

 

When it comes to Bluebird, everyone thinks it can be called an international city, but when it comes to 

the capital, locals think it is a city at the junction of urban and suburban areas. 

 

 

After Lu Lao was assigned from Hanwu to Qingniao, the old man made great efforts to develop general 

foreign studies. Although he came from Qiu Lao's family, Lu Lao didn't have any opinions. During the 

honeymoon period, the government and Marubeni vigorously introduced Marubeni's advanced medical 

technology. 

 

 

Although Qingda hospital is not yet the top hospital in China, it is also the first tier hospital in general. 

 

 

Moreover, the cooperation with the university hospitals that grow rice in Marubeni was good earlier. 

Their most advanced endoscope technology was learned by Qingniao hospital, and then combined with 

their own development. At present, Qingda hospital is still one of the few hospitals in China with 

endoscope technology. 

 

 

Lu Ning takes the path of experimental light clinical light. Therefore, I seldom come here on weekdays, 

almost all in the university laboratory. 



 

 

To tell the truth, both clinical and scientific research and medical treatment are not easy to go, and they 

are not good at making achievements. The annual Nobel Prize is either engaged in biology or pharmacy. 

It is rare to really go directly from a clinician's background. 

 

This also shows that clinical trials and clinical surgery are not easy from another direction. 

 

 

Walking in the Affiliated Hospital of Qingdao University, Zhang Fan and Lu Ning talked while walking. 

"After meeting the teacher, I'll take you to dinner. The teacher doesn't know what's wrong recently. He 

especially likes to go to the operating room. Sometimes he can stay in the operating room for a day and 

his waist is tired. If you hadn't come today, the teacher would have gone to the operating room again. " 

 

 

"Oh, the teacher may have some new ideas!" Zhang Fan didn't think deeply. Just when he came to the 

administrative building, Ding Lei came out of the administrative building. 

 

When Zhang Fan came to study orthopedics, Ding Lei was a transferred graduate student in orthopedics. 

At the beginning, he was almost scared to death by Zhang Fan's failure to leave the operating room for 

half a year. 

 

Later, the Department also strengthened the work system of resident doctors. Therefore, he admired 

but did not envy Zhang Fan. 

 

He thinks Zhang Fan is too far away from him. What's the matter with the high level of surgery? That's 

an undergraduate. The ceiling is not high. 

 

What's wrong with the liver? It's a regional orthopedic director in the future. Anyway, he is in the third 

class hospital directly under the Ministry of health. Therefore, he has a mentality of appreciating but not 

paying attention to Zhang Fan and Qingniao's doctors. 

 

After all, Zhang Fan is just a learning doctor. Maybe there will never be any intersection in the future. 

 

Therefore, when Ding Lei saw Zhang Fan and Lu Ning talking and laughing in front of him, the young man 

looked surprised, really surprised. 

 

If it was other advanced doctors, he probably forgot, but Zhang Fan impressed him too deeply. In order 

to love his girlfriend, he had to buy a movie ticket for Zhang Fan. 

 

"You, you, Zhang Fan, why are you here?" Ding Lei opened his mouth, felt wrong after saying that, and 

quickly said, "when did you come? I don't say hello in advance. " 

 



"Hehe, just arrived, I won't talk to you first. I'll see old Lu and we'll contact after that!" Zhang Fan shook 

hands with Ding Lei. After a little greeting, they hurried to leave. 

 

You can't let luluoduo wait. Although Lu Lao accepted Zhang Fan as his disciple. However, after all, Ding 

Lei is a junior doctor and not a doctor of liver and gallbladder, so he doesn't know the situation of Zhang 

Fan and Lu Lao. 

 

Looking at the back of Zhang Fan and Lu Ning, Ding Lei kept muttering, "why is this boy here again? Did 

you take the old Lu's way and transfer it? Impossible, come to study again? " 

 

While muttering in my heart, I quickened my pace under my feet. He wanted to tell a group of his fellow 

brothers about Zhang Fan's arrival. 

 

When Ding Lei returned to the Department, he saw that neither master nor the department director 

was there. After a group of junior inpatients, he began to shout. 

 

"Over, over, our good days are over!" 

 

"What's the matter? What's up? Has the medicine and equipment in our department exceeded the 

standard again? " 

 

"Will the clinical pharmacist come to our department?" 

 

A group of young doctors, almost at the same time, asked the key points in their hearts. They were all 

poor age, and not everyone had a mine. 

 

"No, no, he's coming! Here he is! " 

 

"Who! Ding big mouth, talk well. " In his junior years, he entered the hospital a little earlier. A doctor 

called Ding Lei's nickname. 

 

"Zhang Fan, who hasn't been out of the operating room for half a year, is here to study again. My God! 

The director will definitely let us keep up with him again. 

 

Mother! I just talked about an object. Do you want to change another one? God! " 

 

There are frustrations. Not everyone is willing to work overtime to boil the liver, but there are also 

expectations, such as Wang Guixiang. 

 

When Zhang Fan studied, it can be said that he hanged all the inpatients of Qingniao, both Zhang Fan's 

technology and Zhang Fan's professional attitude. 

 

So Lin Cong, the director of orthopedics, was very angry. Even if his technology is not as good as people, 

he hasn't made any efforts. 



 

Since when did Wang Guixiang learn from Zhang Fan's professional attitude? In nearly two years, he has 

made the most obvious progress. 

 

When he heard that Zhang Fan came, he suddenly felt the blood in his heart begin to boil. 

 

"In those years, you hanged all the residents, and I recognized it. I haven't wasted two years. Now, I 

want to see if you have wasted these two years! " 

 

Wang Guixiang thought quietly, and then silently continued to write the medical record. 

 

After a little discussion about Zhang Fan's deeds, we continued to talk about other topics. After all, a 

trainee doctor can't be avoided if the director asks him to work overtime. 

 

"Lao Wang, our face will depend on you then. We must refuel and don't make the director angry, or we 

will work overtime again. " 

 

Ding Lei ran to Wang Guixiang and said. Everyone in the Department is open-minded, whose technology 

is high and whose technology is low, but there is a ranking list in their heart. 

 

"Hehe, after all, there are many patients in our hospital. At the beginning, we just graduated without 

other people's clinical experience. Now, hehe, you may not be inferior to him." 

 

Wang Guixiang smiled slightly and was satisfied that Ding Lei could recognize his status. 

 

"Which boy is one..." 

 

"Don't belittle yourself. At least we are also a hospital directly under the Ministry of health. Watch it! 

Two years! " 

 

Wang Guixiang seemed to say to Ding Lei, like talking to himself. 

 

In fact, when I was young, it was good to have an object or opponent to catch up with. After all, it can 

spur me. 

 

…… 

 

"Please come in!" Old Lu's voice came out through the door. 

 

"Teacher! I brought Zhang Fan back. " 

 

"Master!" Since the departure of the capital, Lu seems to be getting older again. Zhang Fan looked at 

Lu's white hair on his temples and shouted softly. 

 



"Here we are! How was the road? Sit down, pour your own water and drink some water first. " Old Lu 

looked kindly at the two disciples and gently closed the manuscripts on the table in front of him. 

 

Then he got up and went to the reception sofa. Of course, Lu Ning was the only one to serve tea and 

pour water. Although he was Zhang Fan's senior brother, Zhang Fan was not familiar with here, and he 

also saw that Zhang Fan was probably the candidate to replace the teacher. 

 

Jealous? Nonsense, people who can get to this point can't be jealous, but there's no way. Medical 

treatment is really a practical technical speech, and Lu Ning can only turn jealousy into envy. 

 

"I've asked someone to prepare the place to live for you. I'll wash it later, and then let your elder martial 

brother take you to dinner. I won't accompany you." Old Lu looked kindly at disciple who closed door. 

He didn't check his homework as soon as he entered door. 

 

"Yes!" Zhang Fan looked at the teacher and nodded. And then it stopped. 

 

"If you have something to say, why are you shy like a big girl!" Lu said to Zhang Fan with a smile. Lu Ning, 

who poured tea, was so envious that old Lu had never joked with him like this. 

 

The old in the sky and the small underground. Sometimes, the older people are, the more their love for 

the younger generation can be reflected in the smallest body. This may be a natural law of man. 

 

"Have you been working too hard recently? You look tired on your face. Let's do something. Don't work 

too hard." Zhang Fan thought about it and said it. 

 

"Ha ha, it seems that your diagnosis has made some progress recently. It's good. Continue to work hard. 

Go and clean up quickly. Let me check your recent learning process tomorrow." 

 

Lu didn't take Zhang Fan's words, but changed the topic. 

 

After a lifetime of clinical work, to tell the truth, I have struggled for surgery all my life. Now I have to 

leave the operating table and put down the benevolent knife in my hand. I really can't bear it, but I have 

to take the old man and don't leave again. I'm not responsible for myself and patients. 

 

…… 

 

Lu Ning knows that Zhang Fan likes seafood, so he has already prepared it. Eating seafood is different 

from other ingredients. 

 

Eating seafood is a word, delicious. If you go to a high-end restaurant, you may not be able to eat good 

seafood. Maybe it's not as good as the Jianghu store on the street. 

 

When a doctor, especially a doctor with a little technical proficiency, it's too easy to find a few people 

from all walks of life. 



 

Lu Ning and Zhang Fan left the city directly and drove to the seaside“ Elder martial brother, just eat. 

How can you go farther and farther? " 

 

"I'm going to have a good meal today. I've found a lot of people for this meal. You have a nice meal. It's 

estimated that the teacher will start to write questions tomorrow. Don't take it lightly. " 

 

"Elder martial brother, have you been tested like this?" 

 

Zhang Fan asked curiously. 

 

"Ha ha, I took the exam at the beginning, but we took the exam together as a martial brother. To tell 

you the truth, there are really too many ways for teachers to test students. " 

 

…… 

 

They talked and laughed. The car drove for almost more than an hour and arrived at a small fishing 

village, a small fishing village far away from the metropolis. 

 

A small fishing village is located in a depression of mountains and seas. The hillsides between the hills 

are planted with green tea from Dongshan. 

 

It is said that the tea here is the northernmost in China. After this place, the tea trees will not survive. 

Moreover, the tea trees here are very low, not as tall as half a person in the south. The tea trees here 

are as low as leeks. 

 

There are rows of green trees on the mountain, and at the foot of the mountain is the endless sea, with 

white sails in the sea. 

 

Seagulls soar and look at the top of the mountain. The intersection of green and blue can really make 

people happy and cheerful. Maybe they have a feeling of flying in the wind. The slightly salty sea breeze 

blowing on their faces. If they can have some more fog, it will really be like a fairyland. 

 

Although it is not far from the city, it really feels like living alone here. On the road of thousands of 

hundred, chickens and dogs hear each other, naked children run and play wildly with elephants all over 

the village. 

 

"You see, it's not very obvious here. The registered residence management is very strict. Unless the 

marriage is married, the government will not let anyone else's account enter." 

 

"Why?" 

 

"This is the nature reserve. Men here fish, women grow tea, and there is no industry at all. The state 

also provides subsidies every year, which is very nourishing. " 



 

While talking, they went to a family near the village. One characteristic of the fishermen's home gate is 

that the gate is super large. This is to allow the fishing boat to land for easy repair. 

 

Fishing nets like fans hung in the yard. Lu Ning and Zhang Fan just entered the door, and the male host 

greeted them with a smile. 

 

There is a good saying in China. If you don't go to Yangcheng, you don't know how poor you are. If you 

don't go to the capital, you don't know how small the officials are. Another word, I don't know how 

short I am if I don't come to Dongshan. 

 

Zhang Fan's height of 180cm is really nothing here in Dongshan. Many women are straighter than Zhang 

Fan. 

 

The host smiled and welcomed him out. "Ha ha, doctor Lu is coming. Welcome, friend. Come in, come 

in." 

 

Zhang Fan and Lu Ning said hello with a smile. Dongshan dialect, especially when Dongshan Han said it, 

was particularly pleasant to hear. 

 

Just like singing drums, it is the feeling that Dongshan has a hero Wu Erlang. With a forthright and 

sonorous feeling in one cavity and one tune, coupled with the Shanghai style experienced and angular 

face, there is really a feeling of dealing with heroes. 

 

After introduction, the owner's family name is Liu. It is said that he is still a big family in Dongshan. 

According to what he said in his early years, they were a farming and reading family, but later his 

ancestors went fishing at sea. 

 

"I went to sea last night and came back in the morning. Dr. Zhang and Dr. Lu have good luck. There are 

really a lot of seafood this time." 

 

After drinking Dongshan's green tea for a while, the seafood will be on the table. 

 

The first dish is all kinds of shells, "Dr. Zhang, Dr. Lu, come and get chopsticks and have a taste." As the 

host said, he poured his own sorghum wine. 

 

The second course, prawns on the table, all kinds of prawns. 

 

Third, sea crabs, crabs with big heads. To tell you the truth, Zhang Fan has seen the world, but it's really 

the first time to see such a big crab. 

 

Third, fish, it is said that you may not be able to catch big fish after going to sea a hundred times. 

 

"Eat, come, eat, don't be polite!" The host is quite forthright. 



Chapter 626 

 

 

Original ecology has been a very noisy topic in recent years. To eat flour, it is best to contract a piece of 

land rich in trace elements, and then it is pure natural without any fertilizer or any pesticide. 

 

To eat rice, it must be a pimple corner in the northeast. It is said that it is rice watered with mountain 

spring water. 

 

Pork must be a fragrant pig grown up with milk and millet within three months of birth. 

 

Beef must be snow meat from some meatball country. Mutton must be Australia's big tail sheep. 

 

To tell you the truth, are these with additional IQ tax like the so-called hundreds of thousands of 

Australian vitamins. 

 

However, Zhang Fan thinks that the beef and mutton in the frontier is really better than any frozen 

Australian beef and mutton. If you take a bite, you can eat the vast grassland from the fresh meat in the 

frontier. 

 

 

Seafood, really, Zhang Fan is the first time to eat the so-called delicious. The buffet of hundreds of 

oceans was eaten by Zhang Fan with his leaders in those years. However, except that he must not lose 

money, it was really not delicious this time. 

 

 

For simple cooking, shrimp and crab are shredded green onions and sliced garlic from Dongshan, 

steamed with shredded ginger, OK. 

 

 

When eating, it really feels like melting in the mouth. The ingredients without a trace of spices have a 

delicious aftertaste of the sea. The more you eat, the more you eat, the more you can realize what is the 

sweetness of protein. Even if you eat too much, you won't feel tired. 

 

 

After eating for a while, Lu Ning smiled and watched Zhang Fan eat. Having dinner with Zhang fan can 

cure anorexia. If the ingredients are good, let's not say it first. Just look at Zhang Fan, it can greatly 

increase people's appetite. Lu Ning, who can't help it, sandwiched another crab leg. 

 

 



"Deep sea fish?" The last course is a plate of fish, a very complete plate of big fish. Don't say Zhang Fan 

hasn't seen it, even Lu Ning, who was born and grew up by the sea. 

 

The fish head is big and has teeth. It once felt like a bully in the sea. 

 

 

"Ha ha, where, this is the fish in the coastal continental shelf. There are fewer and fewer such fish. If you 

meet the marine police, you will be fined." The male host poured and drank by himself, smoking a red 

box of general cigarettes, with an obvious posture of fighting waves. 

 

 

"It's not that the deep-sea fish are more..." Lu Ning asked puzzled. There are too many advertisements 

on TV, which also makes Lu Ning feel that deep-sea fish seem very high-end atmosphere. 

 

"Ha ha! No, Dr. Lu. " After sipping the sorghum wine, the male host said, "most of the fish grow in the 

coastal continental shelf because there are many plankton, that is, there is much food here. 

 

The so-called pelagic deep-sea fish are actually gimmicks. We are out of the ocean, but we also fish on 

the continental shelf of other places. 

 

It's true that fish can't be caught in the so-called deep-sea area. " 

 

Zhang Fan listened while eating. The old people in China were really right. If three people walk, there 

must be my teacher. There is knowledge everywhere in life. 

 

"Fishing on the continental shelf somewhere else? Does your country allow you to fish? " 

 

Zhang Fan asked. He was not curious about this matter, let alone the country. Even ordinary people can 

chase out the theory if the fruit at the door was picked. What about a country with armed forces. 

 

"Ha ha! It depends on luck. " The male host smiled mysteriously, and Zhang Fan didn't understand. 

 

"Can you tell me? If it's convenient. " Zhang Fan, who has little gossip, was also aroused his appetite. 

 

"Ha ha, Dr. Zhang likes to listen. I'll talk about it. It's not inconvenient. 

 

We fishermen went out of the sea. We don't know if it's the boundary of China. We know it's the 

product of the sea. 

 

Hehe, if the maritime police of other countries are not too much, the other party will generally expel 

them. If you really want to be tough, we're not easy to mess with. 

 

In the past, the country was poor. Although we were angry when we went to sea, it was not easy to 



bully. Moreover, the country has become powerful in recent years. Ha ha, we are not afraid. 

 

Coast guard ships are generally small for speed. Our fishing boat is relatively large. 

 

In the past, we didn't admit it at most. If people really wanted to be expelled, we would close the net 

and leave. Now, they want to be hard, hum! When one wheel hits, our big ship tilts, and the waves can 

overturn their small boat. " 

 

"Well! What if people really use weapons? " 

 

"Ha ha, when the fire was really fired, we called for rescue with the national flag. In the past, there were 

no ships in the country, but now..." the male master with a slight head said the sea life that people 

rarely heard of. 

 

There are hardships, but it always gives people a feeling of freedom. 

 

Lu Lao was in the office and finally finished his report. He spent most of his life in the hospital. Now he is 

leaving the clinic. 

 

…… 

 

Along the coast, like the frontier, there are regular small gatherings in the urban-rural fringe. 

 

The frontier is bazaar. Usually on weekends, men drive cattle and sheep, and women hold fat dolls and 

exchange living utensils in a place agreed by the common people. 

 

In fact, it's the same at the seaside, especially after the sea was opened, when the first batch of fishing 

boats came back, some docks became supermarkets. 

 

Fish owners, retail investors who call shrimp, and foreign tourists who see the world. One after another 

wiped his shoulders. From mid air, it was a vast black. Just like a large area of black seaweed growing on 

the beach. 

 

Seaside gatherings are definitely more grand than bazaar in the frontier. After all, where Chinese people 

are most concentrated, there will be no shortage of people without anything. 

 

People are money, people are business opportunities. No matter how good the place is, there is no one, 

that is, the wasteland. 

 

With the return of the first ships fishing in the sea, some non fishermen around also came out to make 

money by relying on the sea. 

 

Fishermen earn money from adults, and those who are not fishermen begin to find ways to earn money 

from children. 



 

Then a huge naughty castle appeared on the beach. It's really big, just like a real fortress standing on the 

beach. 

 

With the music of a tiger dancing and a little rabbit pulling radishes, children are happy to play in this 

huge inflatable fortress. 

 

This thing doesn't inflate. It's not very big. It's pulled away by a small truck. Once filled with gas, darling, 

although it can not be said to be a towering giant, it can also be called a giant. 

 

Moreover, I don't know whether this kind of thing is made of PVC or what material. It is absolutely 

stronger than balloons. It is wear-resistant, fire-resistant and thorn resistant. It is said that this thing is 

the same material as the rubber doll played by adults. 

 

The original huge inflatable Fort must have a fixed site and be operated by designated professionals. But 

sometimes 

 

Let's relax. Once a small truck is installed, as long as there are many children, we can do business and 

make money. It's estimated that it's difficult to fix it. It's just as hard for adults to play with rubber dolls 

in front of others. 

 

While dozens of children were playing happily in the naughty castle, the weather on the sea was a little 

unexpected. 

 

What low air pressure met high air pressure, two air pressures were not convinced, and suddenly dried 

up. Then, their product is the wind, which blows against the sea level. 

 

Just like a stone floating in the water, the strong wind wiped the sea level and blew on the land, and 

then looked up fiercely, just like a racing party driving a fiery car from around, the wind energy is 

suffocating. 

 

The wind is almost the same. It blows directly against the ground. Many girls in skirts are too concerned 

about skirts to hats, which also makes some good Samaritans feast their eyes. 

 

At this time, the tragedy happened. 

 

The strong wind sweeping the ground directly lifted the naughty castle like the hand of a giant. 

 

The naughty castle is like a puffer fish pretending to be a tiger. After being filled with gas, the volume is 

enlarged dozens of times, but the total quality has not changed. 

 

It is large in size and light in weight. In the face of the sudden strong wind, this thing is like a boulder 

rolling down the mountain. It rolls faster and faster, and it still rolls somersaults. 

 



Naughty castle, when standing on the flat ground, is almost as high as one or two floors. Most of the 

children playing this are children aged three or four but over five. 

 

Suddenly, the strong wind rolled and ran with the naughty castle, and the children in the naughty castle 

were thrown out like spitting ideas from escaping monsters. 

 

Cry, scream! The lucky child fell down when the naughty castle was just half turned over. His head was 

broken and bleeding, he cried bitterly, and he was frightened. 

 

"Mom!" 

 

"Dad!" 

 

At this time, the head is broken and bleeding. It's really a good ending. What is really terrible is the 

children who are thrown out like shells. 

 

"Boy! My child. " The mother of the children who went out to the market dressed up and cleaned up. At 

this time, people crowded and trampled on people. 

 

Shoes, high heels, I don't know where I've been for a long time. With disheveled hair and staggering, 

these parents only have children in their eyes, just like children thrown out by a riprap machine. 

 

At this time, parents can puff their faces with remorse, endless remorse and remorse. 

 

Some children who fell on the way had blood on their little heads and clung to their parents' clothes. 

Innocent eyes with endless fear. 

 

They don't know what happened, so they can only hold on to the adult's clothes. 

 

Some children tens of meters away lay on the road like a broken doll. 

 

Bright clothes in the sunny world, children falling from the sky, lying on the dusty ground, are 

particularly bright. It's really like crazy woman's doll was abandoned. 

 

The parents who are crawling and crying for their parents run towards their children on all fours. 

 

It was a bolt from the blue. 

 

The boss of the naughty castle, with a cigarette in his mouth, was happy to light the ticket, but he 

suddenly scared him silly. 

 

"Run, run. Get the police. Otherwise, this is the place of death today. Don't mention killing them. It's 

estimated that these parents who have an accident can eat people. " Looking at the children lying in a 

pool of blood in the distance, they are like children whose cooked prawns are sprinkled on the ground 



with tomato sauce. 

 

The owner of ailaopianmen made a decision at the first time. He drove a pickup truck straight to the 

police station and called while running. 

 

"Someone died!" 

 

"Someone died!" 

 

Zhang Fan and Lu Ning have just returned to the hospital. They also brought cuttlefish dumplings to Lu 

Lao. Although they look like Coke pimples, they taste really good. 

 

"Shifu, elder martial brother bought it for you. He said it was your favorite." 

 

Zhang Fan and Lu Ning are busy doing things for the old man. The old man doesn't look very emotional. 

 

"Hehe, you have a heart. You can eat with me. A man has no appetite. " Although the old man is joking, 

he is in decline. 

 

"OK, I'll have two more!" Zhang Fan smiled, took out his chopsticks and sat next to his master. 

 

"Garlic, you have to eat garlic, or it won't taste." The old man talked to Zhang Fan as if he were teaching 

surgical tricks. 

 

The old man ate slowly. Just as the third dumpling was about to enter his mouth, a black hanging cable 

phone rang in the office! 

 

The old man, who had no energy, suddenly brightened and sharpened his eyes, "pa!" Put down your 

chopsticks, walk three steps to the phone and pick up the phone. 

 

"Yes! The hospital immediately prepares an emergency team, and we will try our best to save it! " 

Chapter 627 

 

 

In a 110 center, a 119 center and a 120 center, there are no less than 10 operators in large cities. 

Ordinary people rarely come into contact with these. If they don't encounter things, they won't know 

how busy they have to be here. 

 

So don't make fun of these special phones when you're free. Sometimes, your one minute delay may be 

a loss of life. 

 

In the hospital, there are car accidents every day, big and small car accidents, big and small accidents. 



Moreover, sometimes, it seems that the days in the Yellow calendar are not very good. Once there are 

accidents, they will come one after another. 

 

When Mr. Lu finished answering the phone, Zhang Fan and Lu Ning looked at each other. They both 

knew that it was estimated that a large mass incident had occurred. Otherwise, generally, there would 

be no less than three assistants to the president of a large class III hospital directly under the Ministry of 

health. 

 

 

The Dean won't deal with some small things at all. After putting down the chopsticks, Zhang Fanting 

straightened up and waited for Lu Lao. 

 

 

"There's no time to eat. You two also went to the emergency department. More than a dozen children 

fell in Cangshan. Now they have rushed to the hospital." 

 

 

Old Lu said, wearing a white coat, and began to walk towards the door. Zhang Fan and Lu Ning quickly 

got up and followed the old man. 

 

 

After the hospital was informed, all departments began to transfer staff urgently. In an area, there must 

be a central hospital, which should bear the special events in the area. 

 

Moreover, the state will provide certain subsidies to the hospital every year. The requirements are 

simple, that is, there must be an emergency team and the personnel must be fixed. 

 

 

However, this system is generally difficult to implement, one radish and one pit, but these personnel 

have to do normal work on weekdays. 

 

Moreover, it is impossible to inform the hospital in advance of emergencies, and the hospital will not be 

prepared. Therefore, later, the subsidy will become flood irrigation and the head will be divided equally. 

 

 

In a hurry, the doctors and nurses in the corridor walked like race walkers. In the emergency department 

of the hospital, nurses are just like soldiers waiting for battle. Emergency carts and flat cars have been 

waiting at the gate of the emergency department. 

 

 



There was a slight tension in the slightly serious atmosphere. In the past, none of the little girls who 

should have been chirping spoke, even their eyes didn't move, so they stared at the gate. 

 

Cangshan government has really mobilized all the forces that can be mobilized. There are dozens of life-

threatening children. To tell the truth, there was no problem with the last central mother. 

 

The traffic police closed the road, the mounted police opened the road, and there were special 

personnel in charge of each node and intersection on the road to Qingniao hospital. The order is also 

very tough. When the ambulance doesn't pass, no one can pass. 

 

Sobbing! Sobbing ambulances sped by one after another, just as the cry of a child's mother echoed in 

the wind for a long time. 

 

"The special channel has been opened! All elective operations are stopped. Departments that can not 

use blood must not use blood. " At this time, there is no need for Lu Lao to do any command. The 

hospital is too skilled in handling such events. 

 

Now Lu Lao is using the executive power of the president to stop some operations. At this time, only the 

president can stop, otherwise sometimes there are unreasonable people. 

 

When the flashing ambulance enters the hospital, groups of doctors and nurses do not need to 

command. They all come forward automatically according to their usual training. 

 

"Ka!" When the door opened, the emergency doctor in Cangshan District jumped out of the car in 

sweat. 

 

"Report! 17 children with severe illness, coma and shock... "While the emergency doctor reported, the 

director of Bluebird emergency department was busy recording. 

 

Priorities, sometimes the distinction, to tell the truth is very difficult, very difficult, perhaps a thought 

difference is a life. Therefore, in the emergency department of large hospitals, some experts take turns 

to serve as the director. 

 

Crush injury and special fall injury. To be honest, in front of these injuries, cutting injury is my brother. 

 

As long as the major artery is not cut, early treatment is symptomatic. For doctors, the treatment of 

cutting injury is too simple. Deep hemostatic suture is great to lose some blood. 

 

Crush injury and fall injury are not so simple. Because many crush injuries and fall injuries are compound 

injuries. 

 

For example, cutting injury is a linear injury. As long as bleeding and infection are controlled, it is a single 

linear injury, but crush injury and fall injury are too complex. 

 



First, from the bone, the bone damage of cutting injury is great. A flat section, a steel plate or even a 

plaster can be done. 

 

However, crushing and falling bones are often comminuted fractures. This kind of fracture must be cut 

and fixed, and the bleeding of the fracture is also very terrible. It is not simpler than the bleeding of the 

main artery. A pelvic fracture can kill people. 

 

There is no special treatment for the cut muscle. Sometimes when the cut face is deep, the muscle 

contracts by itself, which can control the bleeding without any special treatment. 

 

Crush injury and fall injury are different. Human tissue is very fun, just like a rubber mud. It cuts 

everything with a sharp tool. It can heal by its own recovery. 

 

Once you fall from a height or squeeze a heavy object, it will be like a watermelon falling from a height, 

"piaji" and fall apart. 

 

The cells in the tissue are crushed directly by great pressure. Sometimes, people who don't have a trace 

of damage to their skin die before they can be sent to the hospital. 

 

It is because the smallest unit in the tissue, a large number of cells are damaged. This is more terrible 

than bleeding, and it's too difficult to recover. If you damage important organs, really, you don't have to 

save them. 

 

This is why important organs of the human body are wrapped in fat. Nothing else, just a buffer. 

 

There is a circle of fat around the heart. The liver and the big waist that men like to eat all have a layer of 

fat. This thing is like a car safety belt. Sometimes it is life-saving. 

 

Therefore, some girls are skinny for beauty. At this time, they fall gently, er, their kidneys rupture! 

 

When the ambulance was opened, the injured children were picked up one by one. This scene is really 

terrible, especially for people with children. 

 

Blood, whole body blood and dust are stained with blackened blood, which sticks to the child's face and 

body. 

 

The unconscious child lay in the flat car with pain. His blue face was like a little zombie in the movie. He 

lay so quietly, as if he had a nightmare in his dream. 

 

The children without coma are even more distressing and painful. Their small hands cover the parts that 

may be fractured, and their tears hang in the corners of their mouths. Their innocent big eyes are filled 

with endless fear, crying and dare not, just like a deer, looking at the doctors around them. 

 

"Come on, the child in car 3 has no blood pressure." 



 

"The child of car 6 is in shock..." 

 

The door of the emergency department of the hospital was suddenly like a bomb, shouting one after 

another. 

 

"Come on, the child in car 9 must have an operation." 

 

One by one, the children were taken to the emergency department. 

 

"Not enough blood! Almost every child needs blood transfusion, and the most serious children need 

more blood. Ask for help! " 

 

The vice president in charge of the blood bank went to old Lu and whispered. At this time, he didn't 

even have the courage to speak loudly. He was deeply afraid of causing panic among the children's 

parents. 

 

"Rescue the superior!" Lu Lao started the rescue at the first time. 

 

…… 

 

In fact, the blood bank of each hospital is really like wanghong hotel. 

 

Looking at the meat of a large sea bowl, in fact, it is a shallow layer, and this layer of meat can not be 

eaten completely, so it must be reserved. 

 

Sometimes, when there is a blood shortage, doctors and nurses have no time to cry. Really, they can 

only watch the patient die. 

 

The government launched large blood donors at the first time. Blood donation vehicles drive directly 

into the army. Most people donate blood, that is, 200cc, while in the army, it is almost 400cc. 

 

In the early years, there was a large blood donor and a university. I don't know why. With the loss of 

time, the large blood donor also slowly lost. 

 

By sea, land and air, the green bird's troops were mobilized like combat readiness. A battalion of soldiers 

exposed their exposed arms and quietly waited for blood to be drawn. 

 

There are all kinds of unfairness and hidden rules in society, but really, sometimes, when faced with 

despair, China's troops can really convince people. 

 

Blood, red blood flowed into the hospital like a trickle. 

 

The operation began. 



 

In Qingniao's Hospital, doctors in orthopedics, general surgery and cardiothoracic surgery began the 

operation in groups. 

 

…… 

 

"Dean, a child is too serious." 

 

The child was unlucky. When the wind blew, she immediately went down to the ground. As a result, the 

naughty castle turned over. Instead, she was shot the highest from the lowest position. 

 

Her lungs, brain and even abdominal organs all coincidentally suffered from massive bleeding. 

Chapter 628 

 

 

Doctors in pediatric surgery and pediatric internal medicine can become adult physicians and surgeons 

or even general practitioners when they are in a critical moment. 

 

However, adult doctors may not be able to be pediatricians at a critical moment. The simplest thing is a 

fracture. The operation performed by a professional pediatric orthopaedic doctor is better than that 

performed by an ordinary orthopaedic doctor. 

 

Pediatrics is not simply a reduced version of the adult department. Because children are at a peak of 

growth and development, once this factor is not taken into account, there should not be too few cases 

of surgical disability. 

 

When an adult fracture film is handed over to an orthopedic doctor, he can almost say one, two or 

three, but when a child's fracture film is taken into his hand, to tell the truth, the doctor has to consider 

it in his heart for a long time. 

 

 

However, in recent years, due to the regulations on using drugs to support doctors, there has been a 

large shortage of pediatricians. Whose fault? In order to alleviate the shortage of pediatricians, there 

was a policy score reduction later, but pediatricians still 

 

 

When the children were sent to the emergency room, the parents' hearts were broken. The men were 

impatient and circled like donkeys outside the operating room, while the women leaned against the wall 

outside the operating room with tears, with endless bitterness in their dull eyes. 



 

 

"Dean, the child's shock can't be improved!" Lu Lao appeared in the intensive care room with a group of 

people. 

 

"Who else are the pediatric experts who haven't had surgery? Why, the first batch of critically ill children 

did not enter the operating room! " 

 

 

Old Lu's face was ugly and bookish. He couldn't say anything ugly, but his face and attitude showed that 

the old man was very angry. If it is Ouyang, it is estimated that the swearing words will come out at this 

time. 

 

 

"After the children entered the hospital, after the evaluation of the expert group, the situation at that 

time was not the first batch of critical children, but it suddenly appeared ten minutes ago..." 

 

"The experts outside the children and those who can operate alone have entered the operating room. I 

just took a look and the operation has begun." 

 

 

The chief of the administration section hurried to old Lu and quietly explained. 

 

There is a saying in the medical industry that if you want to make money quickly, go to internal 

medicine, because the introduction of internal medicine is simple and routine treatment can be started 

by a professionally trained doctor in three months. 

 

 

But surgery doesn't work. A surgeon who has worked for five years may not be able to perform an 

operation alone. Therefore, surgeons, looking at the scenery, friends all over the world, and people take 

the initiative to entertain them wherever they go. 

 

In fact, when they were young, only they knew what kind of life they lived. 

 

A month's salary is fixed, and a commission is impossible. Unless the superior doctor is generous, even if 

he is generous, he can earn 500 yuan more a month. 

 

This kind of days will continue until five or six years after admission. Maybe there will be some 

improvement, but if their own technology can't be raised, to tell the truth, the chain of contempt for 

surgery is too strong. 

 

Therefore, when surgeons were young, they had no money and no sister. They often find nurses in the 



operating room, because only they can know his potential. To tell the truth, sometimes, some things 

really have to be broken, which seems very cruel. 

 

"Isn't Li Qunfei going to the vice high school soon? Can't he do this operation? " Old Lu looked at the 

symptoms and monitor of the child, with endless expectation in his tone. 

 

"He, he, is not feeling well today..." 

 

Dr. Li is a doctor with slightly less talent. He is the first assistant in his life. He has finally entered the 

deputy high level for many years. However, like an invisible person in the Department, he is despised by 

doctors in the same year and not respected by lower level doctors. 

 

His most frequent operation is circumcision, which generates income for the Department. This time, the 

child's operation, regardless of the hospital's vice president in charge of Pediatrics, let him start, even he 

didn't dare to start himself. 

 

To tell you a very cruel thing, today, the consequences of the child's death in the emergency room are 

really very different from those in the operating room. 

 

In the hospital, to tell the truth, the doctors in the hospital say that they are vulgar. Almost all of them 

are gamblers. As long as there is some hope, there are definitely doctors willing to gamble. Really, I 

really hope that this gambling nature will not be eroded by the external environment. 

 

There are many amazing talents in the world, as long as they are given space and time to grow. 

 

…… 

 

Old Lu looked at the child and the child on the rescue bed. His small chest had collapsed. He leaned 

against the ventilator, slightly trembling hands, slightly trembling hands. Old Lu held his left hand in his 

right hand, stabilized his hands, bit his teeth, and then looked at the child and said, "I'll go!" 

 

"Dean!" 

 

"Lu Yuan!" 

 

"No more. I'm not old enough to hold a knife!" Lu Lao said firmly. 

 

A near death operation, no one has an operation. Does a newly opened flower wither her like this? 

 

No! Even if there is a glimmer of hope, Mr. Lu is ready to fight for it. It's just a few curses on his back. 

 

It can really be regarded as indifferent to life and death. If you don't accept it, you can do it. The old man 

was gentle and with admirable perseverance. 

 



…… 

 

To tell you the truth, if today's operation is for an adult, any surgeon can pull it out and do it. Although a 

surgeon has divided his departments, for example, the orthopedic doctor actually asked him to do the 

gallbladder, he can still do it, but it's only slow. 

 

But Pediatrics, to tell you the truth, is not a professional pediatric surgeon. I really can't do it. That is, old 

Lu and his old friends who came out of major surgery in those years can eat all from beginning to end, 

from small to large. I don't know what to do when their generation of doctors die. 

 

"Master, help me stand on the platform! I'll come! " Just when everyone was desperate and everyone 

was immersed in the despair of the dying veteran, Zhang Fan spoke. 

 

Lu Lao turned his head, gently turned his head and stared at Zhang Fan, "do you also dabble in 

pediatrics?" 

 

"Ha ha!" Although the atmosphere was tense, Zhang Fan, a little blackened Zhang Fan, smiled gently and 

said, "master, I have done spinal orthopedic surgery for children in catechin. Which kind of thoracotomy 

is also very successful!" 

 

This is the record, this is the ability, there is no need to say more. At this time, Zhang Fan's sentence has 

shown that in pediatrics, he is already a doctor who can graduate, make achievements and be 

independent. 

 

"Good! OK! Good! " Lu Laolian said three good things. Really, he has a kind of successors. He has a kind 

of feeling that he is old, but it is particularly gratifying that future generations can stand out for him. 

 

Then he patted Zhang Fan on the shoulder with his trembling hand“ Your main knife, I'll draw the hook 

for you! Let's go together! " 

 

Then he said to the doctors and administrative cadres around him, "prepare for the operation! Zhang 

Fan, my closing disciple, master knife! " 

 

Those who know the relationship between Zhang Fan and Lu Lao look at Zhang Fan with a special smile, 

while those who do not know the relationship between Zhang Fan and Lu Lao are shocked. 

 

Especially the orthopedics that Zhang Fan studied in that year. 

 

"Is he Lu Lao's disciple? Can he do pediatric surgery? He has had thoracotomy spinal orthopedics? " 

 

A doctor who wants to compare with Zhang Fan really feels like a dead dog. He thought he was just an 

orthopedic doctor, just a simple orthopedic doctor. Unexpectedly, he 

 

The rescue time is just like the military order before the battle. It is not allowed to joke or discuss. If you 



can do it, you can't do it. There's no percentage. There's nothing in case. When you're willing to take the 

lead, you must be prepared to bear it. 

 

Therefore, when Zhang Fan stood up, everyone was almost shocked. 

 

Lin Cong, the director of orthopedics, looked at Zhang Fan who surprised him that year. Unexpectedly, 

Zhang Fan made such fierce progress in just over a year, just like a giant beast. 

 

At first, he thought that Zhang Fan would definitely have a place in the Chinese medical industry in less 

than ten years. Now, he thinks that ten years is too long 

 

Dr. Huo Qinghua, who had brought Zhang Fan, directly grew up. Spinal orthosis? Or pediatric spinal 

orthopedics, "darling, this boy is too abnormal. I'm embarrassed to say I brought him in the future! 

Spinal surgery, I haven't even started yet! " 

 

Is this operation dangerous? Dangerous, children's diseases have a characteristic, that is, they are 

changeable. 

 

In fact, to be more popular, it is like a fat man and a thin man standing naked in cold weather. In 

addition to other factors, it is definitely thin people who freeze to death first, because fat people have 

more fat, more reserves and more compensation. 

 

Because children are not fully developed, there is little compensation compared with adults. The critical 

point of children's crisis is very difficult to control. Just like the roller coaster, it is very difficult to master. 

 

When other doctors were afraid to stand up, when Lu was almost desperate to prepare for surgery with 

his trembling hands, Zhang Fan stood up. 

 

Not for anything else, just for this child, Zhang Fan will stand up. 

 

Besides, old Lu is still his master. The white haired old man took people thousands of miles to save him. 

 

On these two points, no matter how dangerous it is today, as long as there is a glimmer of hope, Zhang 

Fan will stand up. He doesn't want this beautiful young flower to wither early, nor does he want to let 

the famous master be looked down upon when he is old. 

 

The teacher is old and the disciples come out! 

 

…… 

 

In the operating room, anesthesiologists and nurses were busy preparing for the operation, and almost 

all the steps that could be omitted were omitted. 

 

At this time, it's actually a race with death. One more minute and one less minute may be the difference 



between heaven and earth. 

 

Zhang Fan and Lu Lao washed their hands at the same time. While washing, Lu Lao secretly thought 

about the steps of the operation. The operation was too dangerous. Although he believed Zhang Fan, he 

still wanted his experience to help the little disciple. 

 

And Zhang Fan's brain is empty. This operation is about speed, less damage and more accuracy. In order 

to make his state reach the peak, Zhang Fan forced his thoughts to disappear. 

 

Peace of mind, hands can be stable. 

 

…… 

 

"Knife!" As soon as he got on the operating table, Zhang Fan definitely didn't have the usual humility. 

When he got on the operating table, he seemed to be blessed with a feeling of self-respect. 

 

In those years, the head nurse who watched Zhang Fan stay up late in the operating room and 

desperately look for the table for surgery looked at Dr. Zhang, who had not seen for a year, but seemed 

to be a very strange doctor. 

 

"Gauze!" Leng, Zhang Fan has entered a realm of only surgery and only patients. 

 

His speed was too fast. As the first assistant, Lu couldn't keep up when Zhang Fan cut his skin. "It's really 

old!" The unwilling old man automatically gave up his position to Lin Cong, director of orthopedics. 

 

Lin Cong, who is in his prime, cooperates with Zhang Fan quickly. He wanted to ask, but whenever he 

opened his mouth, Zhang Fan had done the operation and had to let him help. 

 

To tell the truth, Lin Cong has seen many experts from China, Europe and marubenia in hospitals directly 

under the Ministry of health. He has also been on stage many times as an assistant to world-famous 

doctors, but none of them is as skilled as Zhang Fan, and none of them is as skilled as Zhang Fan's Kung 

Fu. 

 

Be familiar with what kind of state you can operate with your eyes closed. 

 

Zhang Fan, with his youth and high reaction of the hand nerve, had already impressed his assistant and 

the doctors watching the operation when he cut the approach. 

 

What is fast? This is fast. 

 

The light of the knife was so fast that even the patient's blood vessels did not respond. When the light of 

the knife was passed, the skin burst, only yellow and white fat, and there was no red, because the blood 

vessels were still hesitant to spit blood, Zhang Fan's electric knife had shut the blood vessels. 

 



Quickly, the head nurse approaching the operating room had to go on stage in person. An instrument 

nurse couldn't keep up with Zhang Fan's rhythm. 

 

"Blood pressure!" Zhang Fan asked coldly. 

 

"I can't measure it." As the third assistant, Lu Lao immediately reported the value on the monitor to 

Zhang Fan. 

 

This was the first time the old man had an operation with his disciples. What he didn't expect was that 

Zhang Fan's foundation was so thick that he could hardly find any defects. 

 

Under Zhang Fan's mobilization, all the doctors and nurses in the operating room spelled out their limits. 

 

…… 

Chapter 629 

 

 

Asians, especially those countries affected by the Chinese cultural circle, pay special attention to an 

orderly inheritance. For example, an ancient painting, from where to where, if the mark of the times is 

clear, then the value is very high. 

 

For example, a rice dumpling in Marubeni can be the ancestor for several generations. 

 

China gave up on this for a while, and then slowly seemed to connect with this habit. After all, 

thousands of years of culture is no joke. Especially in some industries that eat technical food, we pay 

more attention to this inheritance. 

 

Whose apprentice he is and whose student he is, when he enters an industry, he will be labeled 

automatically, and not everyone can be labeled. 

 

There are different views on whether this tradition is good or not. 

 

 

In the Affiliated Hospital of Qingda, leaders at all levels rushed to the hospital from their respective 

units. 

 

 

The parents of the children also poured into the hospital from all directions. Waiting in the hospital is 

the most painful, even worse than lying in the hospital bed. 



 

 

Prayer, chagrin and expectation filled the sky of the hospital. Such a strong atmosphere, even the 

cicadas in the hospital yard dare not shout. 

 

 

In the operating room, Lin Cong was sweating. He was really sweating. The central air conditioning in the 

operating room can't solve the anxiety in his heart at all, because Zhang Fan's speed is too fast, the more 

anxious and hot, sweating like rain, which is not too much. 

 

 

At the beginning, Zhang Fan covered all the basic operations after the general surgery in an instant. To 

tell the truth, at the current level, Zhang fan can really take the lead in the surgery industry. Now it's 

poor in diagnosis. 

 

Knives, forceps, tweezers and matte surgical instruments almost waved a faint brilliance in Zhang Fan's 

operation. 

 

 

Not happy. The child's condition suddenly worsened. Now, she is working hard, compensating for her 

physical efforts, and praying hard for survival. 

 

Then, Zhang Fan must let her not walk alone. As long as there is hope, Zhang Fan will definitely go all 

out. 

 

 

Every operation, especially every rescue operation, to be honest, if the doctor's adrenaline does not 

soar, then the doctor is absolutely unqualified. 

 

Without a little passion and blood, you can't play your peak in the face of sudden diseases. 

 

"Blood transfusion, hormone." After opening the skin and entering the chest, Zhang Fan immediately 

informed the anesthesiologist and nurse. 

 

Lung, the little girl's lung appeared in front of Zhang Fan's eyes. The younger the age, the more pink the 

lung is. It's really pink. It's as lovely as the pink tip of a kitten's nose. 

 

The lungs of people who smoke all year round or live in an air polluted environment are like a kind of 

marble when they are opened. 

 

It's still black and gray marble, with black spots and gray plates, mixed with meat color. When you look 

carefully, it's like a moldy strawberry cake, covered with gray and black spots. 



 

The older you get, the more you smoke. This lung is like a face full of senile spots. 

 

At this time, the pink of the little girl's lungs is not very clear, but like jelly soaked in a pool of water. 

 

Organs, the main organs of the human body, behave differently in the face of vibration. 

 

After the heart was hit, the most serious thing was the rupture of the four rooms in the heart. The 

slightest one was random jumping. Sometimes, a fist hit a person's chest and killed him. It was not that 

he would hurt five fists, but that he just disordered the other party's heartbeat. 

 

The liver and kidney are usually a little tough, but once they are severely beaten, they will bloom directly 

without much thought, and they are central flowering, followed by failure. 

 

In prison, there is a kind of punishment among many prisoners. Hanging the waist is to forcibly bend 

down a person, bow his head, and then suddenly hit each other's raised back waist. 

 

To tell the truth, even if there is no renal rupture, it can be painful to death. If there is a renal rupture, 

there is no trauma, so 

 

The lung is very special because it contains a lot of gas in its body. It is relatively resistant to general 

vibration, but if it exceeds its compensation, it will cry. 

 

Many naughty children play on swings and fall from the air. Their first reaction is not pain, but a strong 

sense of suffocation. 

 

This is the crying of the lungs and the blood wrapped in the muscles of the heart. The lungs are thin films 

with blood and air. 

 

After the strong vibration, the blood and air in the lungs will overflow, just like the falling hen when she 

gets ashore. 

 

In fact, the lung is the same. If there is a large blood vessel rupture, the situation is very, very dangerous. 

 

"Pliers!" The little girl's lungs were like a sheepskin raft floating in the blood. Just when Lin CongGang 

put the attractor into her lungs and wanted to suck up the blood, Zhang Fan spoke. 

 

The blood vessels from the heart are thick and thin, so the blood vessels in the chest are thicker and 

thicker. Zhang Fan worked hard to speed up the speed in order to enter the chest to stop bleeding as 

soon as possible. 

 

At this time, if you follow the routine, you should suck the blood in the chest first, and then ligate after 

seeing the bleeding point with the naked eye. 

 



However, a blood vessel as thick as a grease pen core in the chest bleeds in a child's lung. To be honest, 

it's too late. Sometimes, the operation is slower, and even the chest can't get in. 

 

In the human body, almost all the slightly thicker blood vessels have their own names. This thicker blood 

vessel, popularly speaking, is about three times thicker than the hair. 

 

Like the blood vessels with thick oil pen core, they are still in the chest, and the card surface should not 

be too small. Big pressure, big diameter, to tell you the truth, this kind of bleeding is close to death. 

 

When hearing that Zhang Fan wanted to bend the forceps, Lin Cong was stunned. "Shouldn't it be blood 

sucking?" 

 

There are too many blood vessels in the chest. Sometimes, even when it is visible to the naked eye, 

there will be accidents, no matter when it is full of blood. 

 

"Blind insertion?" Lu Lao was also very suspicious, "Zhang Fan..." 

 

Just when Lu was about to make a voice to stop Zhang Fan, Zhang Fan moved. A large piece of gauze 

was clamped in the big bend pliers and entered the bottom of the child's chest without any doubt. 

 

No one is sure whether the place where Zhang Fan goes down is a bleeding point except Zhang Fan. 

 

"Suck blood, re measure blood pressure, push adrenaline, and increase oxygen concentration." Zhang 

Fan took pliers in one hand and gently probed into the bottom of the child's lung in the other. 

 

To tell the truth, in this case, according to the routine operation, the probability of children's death is 

too high. Zhang Fan is gambling. He is gambling on the bleeding point of children. 

 

If you guess right, the survival probability of children can be improved a lot. If you guess wrong, maybe 

 

Zhang Fan's gloved fingers were gently inserted into the blood, and then slowly closed his eyes. He was 

feeling and feeling the flow of blood with his fingers. 

 

In the warm blood, like a summer afternoon, there is no breeze“ Hemostasis succeeded! " Zhang Fan 

opened his eyes. His eyes were especially bright. He guessed right! 

 

Really guessed right, gamble, it's really a gamble, because it's gambling! 

 

"Come on! Hemostatic cotton. " 

 

"Er!" Lin Cong's mouth couldn't close. It was too cow. "His fingers are too sensitive!" 

 

And Lu Lao is all soft, no exaggeration. 

 



"You guessed right! Guess! " He said it silently in his heart. Zhang Fan's courage gave him too much 

surprise, which reminded him of that year and his teacher. 

 

If this operation, according to the routine operation, the child will die. In the operation records, no one 

will find a little fault, because Zhang Fan takes the conventional route, which is the most orthodox route. 

 

But if you can't guess, someone will ask, how can you determine the bleeding point? 

 

Yes, Zhang Fan relies on his daily efforts, hard-working liver and non-stop liver. No liver, no hard work, 

let him guess, can't scare him! 

 

Only when you are familiar with anatomy and have done countless bleeding points in various situations, 

can you guess and gamble according to the corresponding experience. 

 

This is why the older the doctor, the more valuable he is, because he has countless experience in 

exchange for his life. 

 

Point by point, except for cancer, other operations pay attention to one point. Although the lung is a 

balloon like organ, this organ likes adhesion too much. 

 

Some old people cough and scratch their ears and cheeks after lung infection because of this 

characteristic of the lungs. 

 

There is some mucus in the lungs, which is slightly cooler than sputum. These liquids protect the lungs, 

just like some kind of cover, and protect the wear resistance of the lungs in ups and downs. 

 

But once infected, these cool liquids will become glue and sticky. If they are sandwiched with soot and 

dust, they will be good brothers directly. Those who can't hold back will be given for nothing. 

 

So smoking, whatever else, when you get old, you can definitely feel the horror of this thing. 

 

Fast, in a few minutes, Zhang Fan not only entered the lungs, but also determined the bleeding point. 

Faster, he stopped bleeding at the first time. 

 

The little girl can be said to have good luck or bad luck. Unfortunately, she met a disaster from the sky. 

Fortunately, she met a Zhang Fan who had been fighting hard. 

 

"Blood pressure is measured, blood pressure is measured." The excited voice of the anesthesiologist 

directly broke the low air pressure in the operating room. 

 

"The blood pressure is rising!" Lin Cong took a long breath, which he held in his heart since the 

operation. Zhang Fan put too much pressure on him. 

 

"Saved!" Lu Lao's heart was warm. He looked up at his little disciple, with a little light on his dark 



forehead. 

 

When Zhang Fan heard that his blood pressure was rising, he was very happy. Really, just as he didn't do 

his homework when he was a child, he was going to hit his palm. As a result, the teacher was ill and 

didn't come! 

 

"Absorbable line, want the best!" Zhang Fan's tone is full of joy. 

 

The head nurse looked at old Lu. Old Lu smiled. Although he was wearing a mask, everyone could see 

the smile between his eyebrows. 

 

The absorbable thread of thousands of yuan was opened, and the head nurse painfully handed the silk 

thread to Zhang Fan! 

Chapter 630 

 

 

To tell the truth, many times, people are very strange animals. For example, when rescuing a child, 

splashing drugs and expensive blood enter the child's body like money. But once the child is out of 

danger, like a loose string, everyone comes to relax. 

 

The head nurse naturally entered her daily working state. Maybe she wanted to deal with Zhang Fan 

with this angry emotion. 

 

In the hospital, there is such a term, cost accounting. This term is very special. It is reflected in the salary 

of doctors every month. Therefore, in general departments, nurses are like a housekeeper. 

 

People who have entered hospitals and wards may have heard such cries: "three beds, why don't you 

turn off the lights in broad daylight? Doesn't it cost money to consume electricity? Do you turn on the 

lights in broad daylight? " 

 

 

For example, when the department buys a new instrument, hundreds of thousands of instruments, and 

everyone happily plays with the equipment, the head nurse will come out and say, "be careful, be 

careful, this is your own thing." 

 

 

Why do you say this? In fact, it's very simple. All the consumption in the Department will be deducted 

from the heads of doctors and nurses in proportion. 

 

 



Even the loss cost of the machine will be deducted. In the salary list of doctors and nurses, Xue Fei once 

said, "the loss of the C-arm should deduct my money every month. Can you sell me scrap iron when this 

thing is scrapped!" 

 

 

Then in exchange for Lao Gao's white eyes. In fact, in public hospitals, this cost accounting is nothing. It 

is a private hospital started by a Tianren in China that really gives full play to this system. 

 

The decoration is super luxurious, the doctors have various ties and skirts, and the nurses are more and 

more beautiful. But medication and materials can't be seen sometimes. Really, what old Ma said was 

right. Capital is cannibal. 

 

 

Children have less compensation, but great potential. When Zhang Fan pressed a gauze against the 

bleeding, the child's blood pressure immediately looked better. 

 

With the development of science and technology, as long as an effective blood circulation can be 

established, to tell the truth, ordinary trauma patients have a great chance to be rescued. 

 

 

Absorbable line, the blue absorption line is open, made in Germany. China is no inferior to Europe and 

America in large aspects, such as bridges and even supercomputers, but in small aspects, such as this 

absorbable line. 

 

Domestic ones are not easy to use than imported ones. Absorbable thread usually comes with its own 

needle, so there is no need for nurses to wear needles. 

 

 

The fusion time of domestic silk thread is not too certain. Sometimes it can be fused in three days. 

Sometimes it may still be well placed in three years, which is really beyond the control of doctors. 

 

There is also a needle. It's just a gadget. The imported needle is sharp and can wear bones with better 

techniques. For domestic needles, sometimes doctors have to cut off their own needle and ask nurses to 

bring the needle again. 

 

Really can't say, does this thing need a very high level of science and technology? Harder than an atomic 

bomb? 

 

The blue silk thread was clamped on the needle holder. The head nurse handed it to Zhang Fan. When 

he took over the needle holder, Zhang Fan said, "turn on the light!" 

 

Before Zhang Fan proved himself, everyone looked at him like an elder, looked at Lu Lao's face, and 



treated Zhang Fan with a mentality of adults looking after children. 

 

But when Zhang Fan proved himself with his extraordinary hand speed and frightening precision, at this 

time, when we look at Zhang Fan, we are no longer just Lu's closed disciple, but an expert, an admirable 

expert. 

 

A light, the operating room, the idle people toured and anesthetized, and all were helping to see it. 

 

"Doctor Zhang, look, how are you now?" 

 

"A little bit to the left. Dr. Zhang looks down on it." 

 

This attitude is the recognition of Zhang Fan and the respect for Zhang Fan's surgical skills, which is a 

personal training in the operating room. 

 

Today, if Zhang Fan is only Lu Lao's disciple, everyone will be modest and want to make such orders and 

prohibitions dream! 

 

Suturing, the place pressed by Zhang Fan with large bending pliers is like a leaking underground pipe. As 

long as the cover is lifted, it will come out like a spring. 

 

The most critical moment has come. If you want all your previous efforts not to be wasted, now it is 

even the most important node in the operation. 

 

In fact, the central idea of these means and measures to protect blood pressure and correct shock is to 

give doctors a time and space to display their skills and fundamentally eliminate the hidden dangers of 

diseases. 

 

At this time, the comprehensive quality of a doctor will be reflected incisively and vividly. 

 

Doctors with high level and clear thinking will minimize the injury at this node, and the path of surgery is 

also considered in their mind. They will have a response and preparation for unexpected accidents. 

 

At this time, doctors who are confused will definitely cause secondary shock. If the technology is not 

perfect, the injury will never be small. This is the so-called secondary injury, which is unknown to 

ordinary people, especially patients and their families. 

 

Sometimes, the cost of experts who can fly knives seems incredible. 

 

In fact, he relied on his superb skills to minimize the damage. In fact, if you didn't have these throwing 

knives, would ordinary people be able to find such a top doctor? 

 

"Director Lin, change hands." Zhang Fan gives Lin Cong the compression forceps. 

 



Lin Cong took over the bending forceps, and Zhang Fan specifically explained, "I'm going to suture. You 

press with the force, so that my needle can enter the damaged blood vessel." 

 

"OK!" Lin Cong nodded. He also wanted to see if Zhang Fan could go further. 

 

If it were him, he would definitely ask the anesthesiologist to lower his blood pressure, then put on the 

hemostatic cotton first, and then sew it up. The advantage of this is that the technical attention is a little 

lower. However, because the patient has just returned from shock, there will be symptoms of 

insufficient perfusion when he depressurizes, but such treatment is better than safety. 

 

Just like the dam burst, the conventional way is to block the dam with relief first, and then block it with 

fine steel cement. 

 

And Zhang Fan, what he is doing now is directly plugging the broken hole with refined steel cement, 

which is really much more difficult. 

 

Success, everyone is happy, that is, the assistant knows the danger of the operation. If it doesn't 

succeed, pig Bajie looks in the mirror. 

 

Lin Cong also thought about it. He also wanted to open his mouth and suggested that Zhang Fan repair it 

in a conventional way, but looking at Zhang Fan's face of frost and seriousness, he opened his mouth but 

didn't say anything, "maybe all geniuses are like this!" 

 

There are doctors who like to drive for surgery. If the surgery is not nervous, especially some urologists 

and obstetricians, from beginning to end, like Duanzi, yellow cars fly all over the sky. 

 

Some people like to lose their temper, just like getting up angry. As soon as they get on the operating 

table, they become unreasonable and unreasonable monsters. The surgical instruments are a little 

difficult, "pa!" Throw it directly on the floor of the operating room and yell. 

 

There are also people who like to talk about knowledge. They talk about organs to lower level doctors 

and nurses. It's like taking a major course in human understanding. Why don't they talk about it on 

weekdays? Are you reviewing? 

 

In fact, these doctors can't reach the peak of medical treatment. Real national hands, such as Lu Lao and 

Wu Lao, will definitely keep improving and concentrate during the operation. 

 

They may be sentiment or ideal, and Zhang Fan was for the sake of rice and better life for his family, so 

he was very rigorous and serious in the operation. 

 

For a long time, it has gradually become a habit of Zhang Fan's operation, so that later life is better. 

There is no need to worry about the rice rut. Zhang Fan still doesn't talk and smile during the operation, 

and even hates the conversation and laughter of others during the operation. 

 



This may be God's will. God is helping Zhang Fan develop in the direction of experts. 

 

When Lin Cong gently withdrew a little strength, Zhang Fan's hand holding the needle quickly inserted 

into the bleeding blood vessel. 

 

Under great pressure, at the moment Lin Cong started and at the moment Zhang Fan put the needle, 

the blood gushed out like a water gun, and the warm blood gushed on Zhang Fan's face. 

 

Because he wants to enter the needle, the place oppressed by the gauze must be opened in his 

direction, and the blood gushes out of this opening. 

 

The blood hung on Zhang Fan's eyelids. The sticky blood made Zhang Fan's eyesight red and blurred for 

a moment. However, he didn't hesitate or even consider anything else, but tried his best to open his 

eyes. Although he couldn't see it, Zhang Fan inserted a sharp needle into the mouth of the blood vessel 

for the first time. 

 

In and out, just like cutting tofu with a sharp blade, the needle goes in and the needle goes out. At this 

time, Zhang Fan has completely disappeared. After leaving the blood vessels, the blood directly becomes 

an adhesive. 

 

He glued Zhang Fan's eyelids up and down, but his hands didn't stop. With the clarity of the tissue 

structure in his brain and his familiarity with the tissue structure, he directly started knotting with a 

needle holder in one hand and a small bending pliers in the other. 

 

Two seconds, in two seconds, Zhang Fan made three surgical knots in his hands and closed the bleeding 

blood vessels directly. 

 

"Wipe Zhang Fan's blood quickly!" Lu Lao said and hurriedly wanted to grasp Zhang Fan's bending pliers 

with both hands. 

 

The organization of the chest is too complex. Once it is a little biased and plunges into an important 

place, the consequences will be unimaginable. 

 

Lin Cong also wanted to fix Zhang Fan's hands for the first time. But they are all slow. 

 

Just a moment before they shot, Zhang Fan had finished the three knots that blocked the blood vessels. 

 

Then, the hands are still, motionless, suspended above the lung tissue, motionless. With the memory in 

his mind, Zhang Fan stopped his hands in a safe area. 

 

Surgery, surgery is actually a large operation combined with thousands of small actions. 

 

For example, from cutting the skin with a knife to stitching the skin and knotting the knot, in fact, these 

actions are broken down at school for students to practice, but few young students can calm down and 



practice. Only after work, when there is an accident and when the superior doctor hits him in the face, 

will they turn their head and catch up bit by bit. 

 

But Zhang Fan is different. The requirements in the system are too abnormal. Any small defect will 

determine the failure of the operation, which also makes Zhang Fan's basic skills super excellent. 

 

"Er!" Looking at Zhang Fan's ending and closing his blood vessels under such circumstances, Lin Cong 

directly blocked his airway like cold air, and his breathing was not smooth. 

 

"Come on, wipe Zhang Fan's blood." Old Lu stopped in front of Zhang Fan's hands and said it again, 

blinding the doctor's eyes, which was a direct disaster in chest surgery. 

 

"Doctor Zhang, don't worry, the patient's infection is negative!" 

 

The itinerant nurse comforted Zhang Fan while talking, and gently and quickly wiped Zhang Fan's eyes 

with new Jill's gauze. 

 

"Yes!" If it hadn't been for the nurse's reminder, Zhang Fan wouldn't have thought of infecting this 

piece, but he also nodded gently. 

 

He didn't ask whether the bleeding stopped or whether the blood vessels were closed, because he was 

confident that with this ability, the blood vessels would be closed! 

 

Wiped off the blood, Zhang Fan blinked, looked at the blood vessels, said without emotion: "continue!" 

 

Half an hour, just half an hour, Zhang Fan took Lin Cong and Lu Lao and grabbed the child from the God 

of death. This half hour was really breathtaking, but fortunately it was not. 

 

When Zhang Fan dealt with all the injuries, the child's complexion slowly began to turn ruddy from cyan 

gray. 

 

"Hehe, scholars should be impressed on the third day." While sewing the skin, Lin Cong stood opposite, 

helping Zhang Fan and laughing. 

 

And Lu Lao has got off the operating table, took off his surgical clothes, sat on the rest bench in the 

operating room and looked at Zhang Fan kindly. 

 

"Hehe, it's mainly director Lin's cooperation! No... "Zhang fanlue looked a little embarrassed. Master is 

here. He's really a little embarrassed. 

 

"Ha ha, excessive modesty is a sign of pride. How about going to orthopedics to open our eyes some 

day?" 

 

Lin Cong looks at Zhang Fan's level. He wants to see what level Zhang Fan, who came to study 



orthopedics, has reached now. 

 

"Ha ha, this..." Zhang Fan smiled, then turned his head and looked at old Lu. 

 

"You boy, your hands itch when you hear the operation. Wait until I check your homework. All right, you 

handle the follow-up, I'll go out first. " 

 

The old man got up happily, moved his waist and went out with his hands on his back. 

 

…… 

 

Outside the operating room, it was clean. There is a very strange phenomenon in the hospital. When 

you don't enter the operating room, both family members and patients will show a kind of impatience. 

 

Once he entered the operating room, he became restless. Lu went out of the operating room and 

turned around the operating area with his back and hands. All the operations were smooth, and the 

children were a threat of death. 

 

Other things are not what Lu can handle. As long as he can treat them well and fulfill his responsibilities, 

Lu went out of the operating room after seeing all the operating rooms. 

 

…… 

 

When Lu Lao appeared outside the operating room, hula, parents surrounded Lu Lao like bees for the 

first time. 

 

"Doctor, how's the child. How are our children. He is only three years old... " 

 

Just when the security guard of the hospital was about to push and shove, Lu always stopped it with his 

eyes. 

 

Then, with a kind smile on his face, he said to everyone, "everyone be quiet, listen to me, listen to me." 

 

Like the time static device, anxious parents and heart pulling parents look at Lu Lao with pitiful eyes. 

They hope Lu Lao can bring good news. 

 

"Let me tell you first that the children entering the operating room have passed the dangerous period. 

Don't worry, and don't make a noise here. The doctors are carrying out the last operation. 

 

I think it won't be long before you can see the children outside the guardianship room. Therefore, 

everyone must keep quiet. " 

 

With that, old Lu, like an old hen, slowly comforted these parents on the waiting chair outside the 

operating room. 



 

When Lu left, parents, especially some children's mothers and grandmothers, quietly shed tears, and 

their faces were full of sour and unspeakable tears. 

 

The men, some are secretly touching their tears, others are sitting at the door of the operating room like 

meat with bones removed. 

 

Parents' hearts are on their children, and there is nothing wrong with what they say. 

 

…… 

 

Bluebird, all inflatable toys, even some people's favorite rubber dolls, have to be checked at one time. 

All of them have to be checked. If they don't pass, all of them will stop business and sales. A big check 

has begun again 

 


